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Abstract
An important aim of neuroscience is to understand how gene interactions and neuronal net-
works regulate animal behavior. The larvae of the marine annelid Platynereis dumerilii provide
a convenient system for such integrative studies. These larvae exhibit a wide range of behaviors,
including phototaxis, chemotaxis and gravitaxis and at the same time exhibit relatively simple
nervous system organization. Due to its small size and transparent body, the Platynereis larva
is compatible with whole-body light microscopic imaging following tissue staining protocols.
It is also suitable for serial electron microscopic imaging and subsequent neuronal connectome
reconstruction. Despite advances in imaging techniques, automated computational tools for
large data analysis are not well-established in Platynereis. In the current work, I developed
image analysis software for exploring genetic and nervous system mechanisms modulating
Platynereis behavior.
Exploring gene expression patterns
Current labeling and imaging techniques restrict the number of gene expression patterns that
can be labelled and visualized in a single specimen, which hinders the study of behaviors
driven by multi-molecular interactions. To address this problem, I employed image registration
to generate a gene expression atlas that integrates gene expression information from multiple
specimens in a common reference space. The gene expression atlas was used to investigate
mechanisms regulating larval locomotion, settlement and phototaxis in Platynereis. The atlas
can assist in the identification of inter-individual and inter-species variations in gene expres-
sion. To provide a representation convenient for exploring gene expression patterns, I created
a model of the atlas using 3D graphics software, which enabled convenient data visualization
and efficient data storage and sharing.
Exploring neuronal networks regulating behavior
Neuronal circuitry can be reconstructed from the images obtained from electron microscopy,
which resolves very fine structures such as neuron morphology or synapses. The amount of
data resulting from electron microscopy and the complexity of neuronal networks represent a
significant challenge for manual analysis. To solve this problem, I developed the NeuroDe-
tective software, which models a neuronal circuitry and analyzes the information flow within
it. The software combines the advantages of 3D visualization and graph analysis software by
integrating neuron morphology and spatial distribution together with synaptic connectivity.
NeuroDetective allowed studying the neuronal circuitry responsible for phototaxis in Platynereis
larvae, revealing the connections and the neurons important for the network functionality. Neu-
roDetective facilitated the establishment of a relationship between the function and the structure
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of the neuronal circuitry in Platynereis phototaxis.
Integrating gene expression patterns with neuronal connectivity
Neuronal circuitry and its associated modulating biomolecules, such as neurotransmitters and
neuropeptides, are thought to be the main factors regulating animal behavior. Therefore it was
important to integrate both genetic and neuronal information in order to fully understand how
biomolecules in conjunction with neuronal anatomy elicit certain animal behavior. To resolve
the difference in specimen preparation for gene expression versus electron microscopy prepara-
tions, I developed an image registration procedure to match the signals from these two different
datasets. This method enabled the integration the spatial distribution of specific modulators
into the analysis of neuronal networks, leading to an improved understanding of the genetic
and neuronal mechanisms modulating behavior in Platynereis.
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Kurzfassung
Eine wichtige Fragestellung der Neurowissenschaft besteht darin, wie das Zusammenspiel von
bestimmten Genen und neuronalen Netzwerken das Verhalten von Lebewesen steuert. Dies
la¨sst sich sehr gut an Larven des marinen Borstenwurmes Platynereis dumerilii untersuchen.
Schon im fru¨hen Stadium weisen sie ein großes Verhaltensspektrum auf - beispielsweise Pho-
totaxis, Chemotaxis und Gravitaxis - und besitzen gleichzeitig ein relativ einfach aufgebautes
Nervensystem. Aufgrund ihrer geringen Gro¨ße und des transparenten Ko¨rpers ist es mo¨glich,
histologische Fa¨rbetechniken auf der gesamten Larve anzuwenden und im Lichtmikroskop zu
betrachten. Des Weiteren ko¨nnen Serienschnitte angefertigt und so komplette neuronale Net-
zwerke rekonstruiert werden. Trotz fortschrittlicher Mikroskopietechniken ist die automatische
Analyse großer Datenmengen fu¨r Platynereis jedoch nicht gut etabliert. In der zugrunde liegen-
den Doktorarbeit habe ich somit Software entwickelt, um die neuronalen Mechanismen und die
beteiligten Gene zu analysieren, welche das Verhalten dieser Tiere steuern.
Die Erforschung von Genexpressionsmustern
Derzeitige Markier- und Visualisierungsmethoden schra¨nken die Anzahl der Genexpressions-
muster ein, die gleichzeitig in einem Organismus erfasst werden ko¨nnen. Dies beeintra¨chtigt
die Erforschung von Verhaltensmustern, welche durch mehrere Gene gesteuert werden. In
der vorliegenden Arbeit habe ich Bildregistrierungsverfahren entwickelt, um die Expressions-
muster von verschiedenen Individuen in einem neuronalen Atlas zu vereinen. Der resultierende
Genexpressionsatlas kann fu¨r die Analyse der Mechanismen genutzt werden, die der Bewe-
gung, Ansiedlung und der Phototaxis in Platynereis zugrunde liegen. Zudem ermo¨glicht er die
Identifikation von inter-individuellen und inter-artlichen Variationen der Expressionsmustern.
Fu¨r eine benutzerfreundliche Darstellung der Genexpressionsmuster habe ich ein 3D Modell
des Atlas gestaltet, welches eine geeignete Visualisierung und eine effiziente Speicherung der
erhaltenen Daten sicherstellt.
Verhaltenssteuernde neuronalen Mechanismen
Neuronennetzwerke ko¨nnen aus hoch-auflo¨senden elektronenmikroskopischen Bildern rekon-
struiert werden. Hierbei stellen jedoch die Datenmenge und die Komplexita¨t der Netzwerke
eine große Herausforderung fu¨r die Wissenschaft dar. Um dieses Problem zu lo¨sen, habe
ich NeuroDetective entwickelt: eine Software, die Neuronennetzwerke modelliert und den
Informationsfluss innerhalb des Netzwerks analysiert. Sie kombiniert die Vorteile von 3D
Visualisierungs- und Graphenanalysesoftware und integriert neuronale Morphologie und synap-
tische Verbindungen. Mithilfe dieser Software wurde das fu¨r die Phototaxis zusta¨ndige Neu-
ronennetzwerk in Platynereis analysiert. NeuroDetective stellt damit die Verbindung zwischen
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Funktion und Struktur des fu¨r die Phototaxis verantwortlichen neuronalen Netzwerkes dar.
Integration von Genexpressionen mit dem Neuronennetzwerk
Das Neuronennetzwerk und dessen modulierende Biomoleku¨le, wie Neurotransmitter und Neu-
ropeptide, gelten als Hauptfaktoren fu¨r die Verhaltenssteuerung in Tieren. Um dieses Zusam-
menspiel zu verstehen, war es a¨ußerst wichtig, molekulare und strukturelle Daten zu kom-
binieren. Aufgrund der unterschiedlichen Pra¨parationsmethoden fu¨r Licht- und Elektronen-
mikroskopie habe ich eine spezielle Bildregistrierungsmethode entwickelt, um die Daten einan-
der anzupassen. Diese Methode ermo¨glicht die Erforschung der Genexpression im Kontext
feiner morphologischer Details sowie die Analyse von Neuronennetzwerken unter Beru¨cksich-
tigung ihrer Modulatoren.
vii
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1. Introduction
Behavior is the observable activity of a living organism in response to internal or external stim-
uli [1]. Ethology, the study of animal behavior, emerged in the middle of the 20th century.
The key founders of ethology were Konrad Lorenz and Niko Tinbergen, who suggested that
each behavior should be characterized in terms of four levels of explanation: causation, de-
velopment, function and evolution [2]. Causation is concerned with mechanisms underlying
behavior (for example, genes or neuronal circuits) and function considers the objective of be-
havior. Development addresses the modification of behavior throughout animal life, whereas
evolution considers how behavior has changed in the course of evolution.
Research on behavior is important to various scientific disciplines, such as ecology, neuro-
science or developmental biology. Animal behavior research is essential for protecting endan-
gered species. Understanding organism’s reproductive behavior and interactions with other
species leads to the development of more efficient strategies for conservation [3, 4]. Under-
standing animals’ interaction with their environment (such as determining reproductive strate-
gies in insects) is vital for guiding the development of environmentally friendly methods for
pest population control [5] or disease transmitting species [6, 7, 8]. Studying behavior from an
evolutionary perspective advances our knowledge of the origin, development and ancestral re-
lationships of behaviors and reveals the importance of certain behaviors for survival [9, 10]. In
neuroscience, behavioral analysis is an essential step in establishing the relationship between
the brain and its function [11, 12]. Discoveries in brain-behavior relationship led to the de-
velopment of bio-inspired algorithms and technologies, for example, artificial neural networks
[13] or animal robots [14, 15].
The procedures originally employed for studying animal behavior (such as observation and de-
scription) have recently been enriched by sophisticated experimental manipulations and data
analysis techniques. Various electronic devices and detectors have been invented to access an-
imal habitats unreachable for humans (such as highlands or deep seas) or to capture signals
inaccessible for human perception (such as ultrasound, infrared light or chemicals).
Due to the observational nature of behavior, visual recording is frequently applied in behavior
research. Subsequent analysis of the acquired experimental data can be challenging or im-
possible for humans due to its complex nature, multidimensionality or large volume. Various
image-analysis techniques have been applied to extract meaningful information efficiently and
1
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in an unbiased manner or to represent data in a convenient form for analysis.
Image analysis has been widely employed for studying behavior in C.elegans [16, 17, 18, 19],
Drosophila [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28], mouse [20, 29], zebrafish [30, 31] and the ma-
rine invertebrates Platynereis [32, 33, 34] and Crepidula fornicata [35]. Tools for behavioral
analysis provided direct statistical characteristics of animal behavior such as locomotion speed
for individual animals [23, 31, 35] or distance between two animals for social interaction stud-
ies [29, 31]. In some cases, behavior was a priori classified for a subsequent characterization.
To classify animal behavior, rule-based approaches [16, 23, 31] or machine learning techniques
have been frequently applied [21, 22]. GentleBoost [20], Classification and Regression Trees
(CART) [18, 19], Bayesian framework [27] and support vector machines [28] were among the
successful machine learning techniques.
Besides post-recording analysis, some tools characterized behaviors in the course of the exper-
iments [16, 27, 31], thereby enabling adjustment of the experimental settings based on preced-
ing experimental outcomes. Most of the considered behavioral analysis tools operated on 2D
videos, however, in some cases, it was important to track animal behavior in three dimensions.
Thus, synchronized multicameras were applied to obtain the 3D coordinates of an animal for
subsequent characterization [27, 28].
The tools summarized above are mostly concerned with the causation level of ethology, as
they aim to understand intrinsic mechanisms modulating behavior, such as the role of neuronal
nicotinic receptors in the establishment of social interactions [22], the role of spinal projec-
tion neurons in zebrafish turning behaviors [30] or the role of the neuropeptides in Platynereis
vertical swimming [32] and settlement [33]. Some tools focus on genetic and gender factors
yielding specific variations in behavior [19, 20, 21]. Other tools deal with the change of behav-
ior in the presence of varying stimuli, which could be chemical [16, 26], mechanistic [16, 25],
visual [25, 26, 27] or thermal [17, 23, 26].
Like previous data analysis tools, the current project is also concerned with the causation level
of ethology, providing a platform for characterizing behavior in the marine annelid Platynereis
dumerilii and understanding the genetic and nervous system mechanisms modulating Platynereis
larval behavior.
2
2. Background
2.1. Computational techniques
2.1.1. Image analysis
The goal of image analysis is to extract quantitative or qualitative information from image data
[36]. Due to progress in imaging technology, the amount of digital image data is steadily grow-
ing, therefore there is a need to develop computational techniques for analyzing large amounts
of images, perform complex operations on them and extract quantitative information. The
overview of image analysis is largely based on ref. [37]. Image analysis overlaps with the
fields of computer vision, pattern recognition, and signal processing and employs techniques in
mathematics, pattern recognition, artificial intelligence, robotics, computer science, electron-
ics, and other fields.
The image analysis techniques can be divided into low-level image processing and high-level
image understanding. Low-level methods usually focus on image processing, such as compres-
sion, noise filtering, intensity adjustment or edge detection. They take an image as input and
give a transformed image as output. High-level methods aim at extracting real-world concepts
from images and subsequently characterizing those concepts, for example, defining object size,
shape, relative composition, inter-object distance, etc. They take an image as input and trans-
form it into another representation (number, model, etc.).
Image pre-processing
Image pre-processing is the transformation of the image with the aim of suppressing unwanted
signal and enhancing the desired features for analysis. There are four types of pre-processing
based on the size of the neighborhood defined for a pixel: (1) brightness, (2) geometric trans-
formation, (3) filtering and (4) image restoration.
(1) Brightness transformation is concerned with modifying pixel intensity in a systematic
manner. The transformation can be a function of position, which can be used to compensate
for an uneven illumination, or a function of original intensity, which can be used for contrast
enhancement.
3
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(2) Geometric transformation is a spatial transformation of the image coordinates, which
aims to compensate for image distortions occurring when the image is captured (e.g. due to
lens distortion or camera orientation). It is widely used in image registration. Geometric trans-
formations can be classified as (A) rigid, (B) affine and (C) deformable.
(A) Rigid geometric transformation preserves image shape and size. It includes translations, ro-
tations and reflections.Transformations can be represented by a matrix multiplication y = Mx,
where x is the original coordinate vector, M is the transformation matrix and y is the trans-
formed coordinate vector:
y1
y2
y3
1
=

m11 m12 m13 m14
m21 m22 m23 m24
m31 m32 m33 m34
0 0 0 1


x1
x2
x3
1

in three-dimensional space. Translation can be represented as:
y1
y2
y3
1
=

1 0 0 q1
0 1 0 q2
0 0 1 q3
0 0 0 1


x1
x2
x3
1
,
where q1,q2,q3 are translations in x,y,z directions respectively. Rotation of q1 degrees about
the x axis can be described as:
y1
y2
y3
1
=

1 0 0 0
0 cos(q1) sin(q1) 0
0 −sin(q1) cos(q1) 0
0 0 0 1


x1
x2
x3
1

and rotation of q2 and q3 about y and z axes respectively:
y1
y2
y3
1
=

cos(q2) 0 sin(q2) 0
0 1 0 0
−sin(q2) 0 cos(q2) 0
0 0 0 1


x1
x2
x3
1
 and

y1
y2
y3
1
=

cos(q3) sin(q3) 0 0
−sin(q3) cos(q3) 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


x1
x2
x3
1

(B) Affine geometric transformation preserves ratios of distances and collinearity (i.e. all points
lying on a line before transformation, still lie on a line after transformation). It includes rigid
transformations, scaling and shearing. Scaling can be described as:
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
y1
y2
y3
1
=

q1 0 0 0
0 q2 0 0
0 0 q3 0
0 0 0 1


x1
x2
x3
1
,
where q1,q2,q3 are scaling factors in x,y,z directions respectively. Shearing by parameters
q1,q2,q3 can be performed as:
y1
y2
y3
1
=

1 q1 q2 0
0 1 q3 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1


x1
x2
x3
1

Combined transforms can be constructed by multiplying together transformation matrices.
(C) Deformable transform defines a transformation vector for each pixel. The deformation can
be defined using radial basis functions, physical or deformation models.
Interpolation is used for mapping from one image space to another. After applying a geomet-
ric transformation, the obtained coordinates might lie outside the nodes of the discrete grid of
the output image (i.e. non-integer coordinates). The values on the nodes of the integer grid
have to be specified, which can be obtained by brightness interpolation of some neighboring
non-integer samples. There are multiple interpolation methods, the most popular of which are:
• nearest neighborhood interpolation, which assigns to the point the brightness value of the
nearest sample point,
• linear interpolation, which assumes that the brightness function is linear in this neighbor-
hood,
• bicubic interpolation, which approximates brightness field by a bicubic polynomial func-
tion.
(3) Filtering modifies pixel intensities based on neighboring pixels. Filtering can be classified
according to the goal of processing: smoothing, which aims to suppress small fluctuations in the
image, and gradient operators, which are based on local image derivatives. Image smoothing
techniques suppress image noise using redundancy in the image data. Smoothing suppresses
high frequencies in the Fourier transform domain. Numerous methods are developed for image
smoothing including such filters as:
• Gaussian filter, which convolves image with a Gaussian kernel of pixel radius,
• average smoothing, which replaces the current point by average intensity in its neighbor-
hood respectively,
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• median smoothing, which replaces the current point by median intensity in its neighbor-
hood respectively.
The aim of gradient operators is to indicate the locations in the image where the image intensity
function undergoes rapid changes or, in other words, where the derivatives are bigger. Gradi-
ent operators suppress low frequencies in the Fourier transform domain. Convolution, which
replaces pixel values by the weighted sum of its neighbors, is one of the popular methods. The
weights are determined by a kernel matrix. Laplace, Prewitt, Sobel or other kernel matrices can
be used.
(4) Image restoration aims to suppress image distortion using knowledge about its nature.
Distortion can have various causes: defects of imaging device optical lenses, motion of a cap-
tured object, incorrect focus and others. The objective of image restoration is to reconstruct the
original image from its distorted version. Image restoration techniques can be classified as de-
terministic and stochastic. Deterministic methods obtain the original image from the distorted
one by a transformation inverse to the degradation (e.g. knowing lens distortion function).
Stochastic techniques try to find the best restoration using a particular stochastic criterion, such
as least squares or other interpolation methods.
Segmentation
Image segmentation divides an image into parts that correspond to objects or areas which are
important for a subsequent analysis of image data. The segmented objects or areas are homo-
geneous with respect to a selected property, which can be brightness, color or texture. Segmen-
tation methods can be classified according to the dominant features they employ: (1) thresh-
olding, (2) edge-based segmentation, (3) region-based segmentation and (4) matching.
(1) Thresholding methods determine a brightness constant or a threshold in order to segment
objects from the background. Grey level thresholding is a simple but very effective segmen-
tation method, since real-world objects are often characterized by constant reflectivity or light
absorption. Thresholding is the oldest segmentation method and is still widely applied, since it
is computationally cheap and fast. Thresholding methods can be categorized as follows [38]:
• Histogram shape-based thresholding is based on the shape properties of a histogram.
• Clustering-based thresholding performs any type of clustering analysis on gray-level
data.
• Entropy-based thresholding exploits the entropy of the distribution of gray levels in a
scene.
• Thresholding based on attribute similarity selects a threshold value based on some at-
tribute quality or similarity measure between the original image and the binarized version
of that image.
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• Spatial thresholding utilizes both the gray value distribution and the pixel dependency in
the neighborhood.
• Locally adaptive thresholding depends on some local statistical parameters of the pixel
neighborhood.
(2) Edge-based segmentation relies on the previously described edge-detecting operators,
which mark image locations of discontinuities in grey level, color, etc. The edges are then
combined into chains that correspond to the object borders with the final goal to reach object
or area segmentation.
(3) Region growing segmentation aims at defining image regions with homogenous properties
(color, gray level, texture, etc). Region growing techniques generally perform better than other
methods in noisy images where edges are extremely difficult to detect and threshold is difficult
to define. Simple versions of region growing include merging, splitting, and split-and-merge
approaches.
(4) Matching is another basic approach to segmentation, used to locate known objects in an
image or to search for specific patterns. The match-based methods can be adapted to detect
patterns that are rotated or scaled. For that, patterns of all possible sizes and rotations should
be considered or an image should be matched with all possible geometric transforms of a single
pattern.
Object recognition
Object recognition aims to assign classes to objects or regions. Frequently, machine learning is
applied to recognize objects from images. Machine learning (ML) is a scientific discipline that
enables computers to automatically learn from data. It takes data as input and gives as output
algorithms capable of performing a desired task. Depending on the training approach they use,
ML strategies can be classified as (1) supervised, (2) unsupervised and (3) reinforcement
learning. The current overview of machine learning is based on ref. [39, 40].
(1) Supervised learning. Given a sample of input-output pairs, called the training set, the task
is to find a function that maps any input to an output and is used to predict output for future
observations. According to the output data type, supervised learning can be distinguished as
regression or classification learning. In regression, the output space represents the values of
continuous variables, for instance some physical measure (e.g. pressure, temperature). Linear
or nonlinear regressions can be used for learning.
In classification learning, the output space represents a set of discrete classes or categories. The
learning algorithm that solves the classification problem is called a classifier. (A) Naive Bayes
classifier, (B) Support Vector Machines and (C) Neural networks are just a few examples of
methods used in classification.
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(A) Naive Bayes classifier: Given a set of variables, X = {x1,x2,x3, . . . ,xn}, the task is to
construct the posterior probability for the event Ci among a set of possible outcomes C =
{C1,C2,C3, . . . ,Cm} using Bayes’ rule:
p(C j|x1,x2,x3, . . . ,xn) ∝ p(C j)∗ p(x1,x2,x3, . . . ,xn|C j)
where p(C j|x1,x2,x3, . . . ,xn) is the posterior probability of belonging to a class C j. Naive Bayes
assumes independence of the conditional probabilities of the independent variables, thus, the
likelihood can be represented as a product of terms:
p(X |C j) ∝∏nk=1 p(xk|C j)
The posterior can then be rewritten as:
p(C j|X) ∝ p(C j)∏nk=1 p(xk|C j)
Using Bayes rule above, a new case X is labeled with a class C j with the highest posterior
probability.
(B) Support Vector Machines (SVM) perform classification tasks by constructing hyperplanes
in a multidimensional parameter space that separates objects of different classes. SVM can
handle multiple continuous and categorical variables and therefore supports both regression
and classification tasks. An iterative training algorithm is employed to construct an optimal
hyperplane, which minimizes an error function:
argmin(w,b)
1
2 ||w||2
subject to: yi(wxi+b)≥ 1∀i
where xi represents independent variables, yi represents class labels, w is the vector of coeffi-
cients and the expression b||w|| determines the offset of the hyperplane from the origin.
(C) Supervised Neural Networks were inspired by the behavior of biological neurons [37]. The
basic element of a neural network is a neuron, which can be represented by a linear discrimi-
nation function. A single neuron is equivalent to a linear classifier that classifies patterns into
two classes. Its input is a feature vector x and its output is a scalar:
y = f (∑ni=1(wixi+w0))
where w consists of weights defining the discrimination hyperplane and f is a nonlinear func-
tion, often in a threshold or sigmoid form. A neural network consists of a set of nodes (single
neurons) and connections between them. The network properties are determined by its archi-
tecture, by the node behavior, the inter-node weights w, the thresholds w0, and the nonlinear
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function f . There are nodes that are directly connected to the input or output, and nodes with no
direct connection to input or output (so-called interlayers, or hidden nodes). Neural networks
can be divided into two main groups according to their architecture: recurrent and feed-forward
networks. Recurrent networks contain connections from later neurons to earlier neurons, i.e.
they contain cycles. Feed-forward networks represent acyclic directed graphs.
(2) Unsupervised learning. The input data represent only a sample of objects without associ-
ated target values. The output of the learning algorithm can be a set of clusters or a probability
density of how likely it is to observe a certain object in the future. Unsupervised learning takes
advantage of a structure possibly existing in the training data. Clustering algorithms form a
large subclass of unsupervised learning. Given a fixed number of clusters, the algorithms aim
at finding a grouping of objects such that the similarities of the objects in one cluster are much
greater than the similarities among the objects from different clusters.
Clustering methods can be categorized into partitioning and hierarchical clustering. Partition-
ing methods directly assign data points into different clusters according to some appropriate
criteria, such as similarity or probability density. (A) K-means, (B) expectation-maximization
and (C) hierarchical clustering are popular partitioning algorithms.
(A) K-means is a classic clustering technique [40]. The number of clusters k has to be specified
in advance. Then k points are chosen randomly as cluster centers. All instances are assigned to
their closest cluster center according to the Euclidean distance metric in the parameter space.
Next the center of the instances in each cluster is calculated. The calculated centroids are cho-
sen as new center values for the respective clusters. The procedure is then repeated with the
new cluster centers. Iteration continues until the same objects are assigned to the clusters in
consecutive rounds.
(B) The expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm seeks for the maximum likelihood estimates
of the parameters of an underlying probability distribution for a given data set. The aim is to
maximize the posterior probability of the parameters θ given the observed data x marginalizing
over hidden variables z.
The EM algorithm iteratively performs two steps: Expectation, which computes an expectation
of the likelihood by including the hidden variables as if they were observed, and Maximization,
which computes the maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters by maximizing the ex-
pected likelihood found in the E-step. The first estimate θ0 is usually randomly initialized. The
parameters found in the M-step are then used to begin the subsequent E-step, and the process
is then repeated. The following is the outline of the EM algorithm:
1. Initialize θold .
2. E-Step: Estimate the distribution Φ(z|x,θold) of the unobserved z variables, conditioned on
the observation, using the values from the last M-step:
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Q(θ ,θold) = E[logp(x,z|θ)|x,θold]
3. M-Step: Using the values from previous E-step, compute a new estimate for the parameters:
θ = argmaxθQ(θ ,θold).
4. Repeat until converge.
In practice, the EM algorithm converges after few iterations, making it popular in the machine
learning community.
(C) Hierarchical clustering sequentially builds nested clusters in the form of a dendrogram.
This method can be categorized in two different groups: agglomerative and divisive. Agglom-
erative methods use a bottom-up approach: they start with n clusters formed by a single pattern
and build the dendrogram merging them successively. Divisive methods are top-down: they
start with a single cluster including all the patterns and then split a cluster into two other clus-
ters and so on. The popular agglomerative method is the agglomerative hierarchical clustering:
1. Assign each object to a cluster.
2. Construct a matrix of pairwise distances between clusters.
3. Find the two nearest clusters Si and S j.
4. Merge Si and S j and remove them from the matrix.
5. Update the matrix by evaluating distances from the new cluster to all other clusters.
6. Repeat until all clusters are merged into a single cluster.
Several definitions of the distance metric between clusters have been proposed. The most pop-
ular are:
• Single-link clustering: the minimum distance between objects from two clusters.
• Complete-link clustering: the maximum distance between objects from two clusters.
• Average linkage clustering: weighted sum of distance between objects from two clusters.
• Centroid clustering: the distance between the centroids of two clusters.
(3) Reinforcement learning The objective is to learn how to map actions to an environment
in order to maximize a given reward. It is not specified which actions to take in a given situa-
tion. Reinforcement learning algorithms gain information about the actions taken by means of
some reward or punishment. One of the biggest challenges of reinforcement learning is to find
a trade-off between exploration and exploitation. On one hand, the learning algorithm must
choose effective actions, which have been tried out in the past, i.e. exploit its current knowl-
edge. On the other hand, it has to choose novel actions to discover new effective actions and
thus explore the state space.
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Image interpretation and computer vision
The information obtained from the described image analysis methods can be further character-
ized or can serve as a preparation step for image interpretation, such as action detection or scene
classification (e.g. understanding image semantics). Image interpretation is the main goal in
computer vision, which aims to achieve visual perception similar to that of biological systems.
The challenge is that biological perception systems include complex control strategies incor-
porating parallel processing, dynamic sensing, behavior modifications, shift of attention focus,
etc. Efficient coordination strategies are critical in computer vision, since they are concerned
with the appropriate sequence of processing steps: various methods of image processing, object
recognition and characterization described earlier.
2.1.2. Image registration
Registration is the determination of a geometrical transformation that aligns points in one view
of an object with the corresponding points in another view of that object or another object [41].
Geometrical transformation refers to a spatial transformation of the image coordinates and was
described previously (cf. Image pre-processing). According to registration basis, image regis-
tration methods can be classified as (1) point-, (2) surface- and (3) intensity-based methods.
(1) Point-based registration requires a predetermined set of corresponding point pairs for a
given pair of images. The predefined points are called fiducial points or landmarks. The reg-
istration procedure seeks for a transformation that aligns the corresponding fiducial points and
will then interpolate the mapping from these points to other points in the images.
(2) Surface-based registration requires the boundary surface of an object or structure. The
registration procedure determines corresponding surface regions in two objects and seeks for a
transformation that aligns these regions.
(3) Intensity-based registration involves calculating a transformation between two images
using the pixel or voxel intensity values. The transformation is determined by iteratively opti-
mizing some image similarity metric calculated from image intensity values. Several similarity
metrics have been implemented for measuring the matching accuracy:
• Image subtraction uses the sum of squares of intensity differences (SSD):
SSD = 1N ∑
N
i |A(i)−B(i)|2,
where A(i) and B(i) are pixels in the images A and B respectively. The metric is zero
when the images are perfectly aligned and is proportional to the registration error.
• Correlation coefficient of the pixel intensities can be applied if the intensities in images
are linearly related. However, few application cases conform to this requirement.
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• Ratio-image uniformity (RIU) is an intramodality metric calculated as normalized stan-
dard deviation of intensity ratios of two images:
RIU = σRµR ,
where R is image ratio R(i) = A(i)/B(i), µR is the mean of R: µR = 1N ∑i R(i) and σR is
the standard deviation of R: σR = 1N ∑i(R(i)−µR)2.
• Mutual information normalizes joint entropy with respect to the partial entropies of con-
tributing signals:
I(A,B) = H(A)+H(B)−H(A,B),
where H(A) is the Shennon entropy:
H(A) =−∑i p(i)log p(i),
where p(i) is a probability distribution density function of the image A.
Registration transform can be determined using optimization algorithms, which search for an
optimal similarity metric over a transform parameter space. Many techniques have been pro-
posed, some of the popular ones are:
Gradient descent: given a scalar function f (x) with x ∈ Rn, we want to find its minimum
min f (x). The gradient descent method starts from the initial point x0 and then iteratively takes
a step along the steepest descent direction, until an optimal solution is found.
Simulated annealing models the physical process of heating a material and then slowly cooling
it to decrease defects, thus minimizing the system energy [42]. The basic idea is to gener-
ate a path through the parameter space, from point to point, leading ultimately to an optimal
solution. A subsequent point is chosen from the neighborhood of the previous point by a proba-
bilistic function. Steps are not strictly required to produce improved solutions, but with certain
probability lead to improvement. Simulated annealing can obtain optimal solutions without
becoming trapped in a local optimal point.
Genetic algorithms are based on a natural selection process that imitates biological evolution.
The algorithm iteratively modifies a population of individual solutions. At each iteration, the
algorithm selects individuals from the current population based on a fitness score. The se-
lected individuals undergo ”mutation” and ”recombination” to breed the next generation. The
population iteratively ”evolves” toward an optimal solution.
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2.2. Biological background
2.2.1. Platynereis dumerilii
The marine annelid Platynereis dumerilii is a model organism in evolutionary developmental
biology, ecology and neurobiology. Due to the relatively slow rates of its evolution, Platynereis
possesses cell types that share common ancestry with cell types present in vertebrates and other
invertebrates [43]. Many genes and cell types in Platynereis are evolutionarily ancestral and
representative of those in the bilaterian ancestor. The Platynereis genome shares more features
with vertebrate genomes than insect or nematode genomes do [44].
Platynereis has a complex life cycle [45]. Starting as an embryo in the egg jelly, it transforms
Figure 2.1.: Platynereis life cycle
(A) 48 hpf larva, scale bar 40 µm. (B) 72 hpf larva, scale bar 80 µm. (C) 6 days post-fertilization
larva, scale bar 80 µm. (D) 4-6 week larva, scale bar 100 µm. (E) Platynereis atoke, scale bar 1 cm.
(F) Platynereis mature male. (G) Platynereis mature female, scale bar 1 cm. (A-D) Images courtesy of
Ju¨rgen Berger. (E) Image courtesy of Elizabeth Williams. (F, G) Images courtesy of Iris Koch. hpf,
hours post-fertilization.
into a planktonic trochophore with a spherical body after about 18 hours of development and
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hatches supported by ciliary swimming after 24 hours post fertilization (hpf) (Figure 2.1 A).
In addition to a pair of larval eyes, two pairs of adult eyes become visible at around 54 hpf.
The larvae start elongating and segmenting, and ultimately settle in the benthic environment
(on the sea floor) after 3-4 days of development. Segment proliferation continues throughout
Platynereis life (Figure 2.1 B-D). After the atokous period of life (Figure 2.1 E), a large por-
tion of which is spent in a tube, sexually mature worms leave their tubes to search for a sexual
partner and spawn. Reproductive activity in Platynereis is highly synchronized with the moon
cycle [45, 46]. Mature males are red-colored and can be distinguished from females, which are
yellow-colored (Figure 2.1 F, G).
The developmental stages in Platynereis have been studied and differentiated based on anatom-
ical and physiological characteristics, such as the appearance of the ciliary bands, the formation
of the parapodia or the onset of feeding [47]. Platynereis development is highly synchronous
[45], which facilitates developmental studies on this organism. The stages that I focus on in
this project are:
• Late trochophore (40 hpf-48 hpf), characterized by distinct stomodeal opening and first
chaetae appearing inside the trunk (Figure 2.1 A).
• Early nectochaete (66 hpf-75 hpf), with the body rapidly elongating, parapodia moving
independently and the developing metatroch (Figure 2.1 B).
• Late nectochaete (5 days-7 days), where antennae elongate and larvae start feeding (Fig-
ure 2.1 C).
Monod et al. specialized in the molecular and cellular aspects of posterior elongation and
segment addition in Platynereis and suggested an ancestral nature of this process [48]. Conzel-
mann et al. dedicated several studies to thoroughly investigate the role of neuropeptides in
Platynereis, exploring the dynamics of neuropeptide expression throughout the life cycle [49]
and the role of neuropeptide signaling in various life history processes, such as vertical migra-
tion [32] or settlement [33].
Platynereis was also used as an experimental organism in population genetics to understand
Platynereis population structure [50], in toxicology to investigate the effect on Platynereis of
the disinfection byproducts present in a sewage effluent [51], and in ecology to study acclima-
tization of Platynereis to ocean acidification [52].
Due to its highly conserved gene structure and few evolutionary changes, Platynereis has served
as a model for several evolutionary studies [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62]. Raible et al.
compared Platynereis and human genomes and established their ancestral nature [54]. Through
an exploration of the molecular architecture of the trunk nervous system in Platynereis, Denes
et al. discovered a common origin of nervous system centralization in bilateria [55].
Platynereis is well suited for assessing gene expression dynamics during micro- and macroevo-
lutionary development [53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61].
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2.2.2. Molecular techniques established in Platynereis
The Platynereis genome is organized into 28 chromosomes and contains 1 Gbp [63]. Large col-
lections of sequencing data from both the laboratory strain and natural populations of Platynereis
are available [64]. The whole genome of Platynereis has been sequenced and EST libraries also
exist [65]. A wide range of genetic, genomic, pharmacological and other tools have been devel-
oped for Platynereis to allow investigation of important questions in evolution, development,
gene regulation and behavior:
A robust protocol for whole-mount in situ hybridization (WMISH) in Platynereis [66] is
widely used. In situ hybridization allows the localization of particular RNA or DNA sequences
in a tissue. The sequence is detected by applying a complementary strand of a sequence with a
reporter marker attached.
Immunohistochemistry (immunolabeling) protocol was established for Platynereis [67].
Immunohistochemistry localizes proteins in tissues by applying tagged antibodies specifically
binding to proteins.
Gene knockdown with morpholino-oligomers was applied to Platynereis larvae [33]. This
technique reduces expression of a gene by binding oligomers to a target messenger RNA, which
prevents RNA translation.
Transposon-mediated transient and stable germline transgenesis were established in Platynereis
[68]. Transgenesis introduces a new gene into the genome of an organism, which will be active
in that organism and will be transmitted to its offspring.
Targeted mutagenesis using TALENs was described for Platynereis [69]. This technique is
a genome editing process involving artificial restriction enzymes.
Microinjection protocol for Platynereis zygotes and early embryos facilitated analyzing cell
lineages and cleavage patterns [33, 70, 68, 69]. Microinjection delivers a substance, such as
exogenous proteins, peptides, drugs, or cDNA constructs, in a living cell using a microscopic
setup.
Pharmacological experiments. Due to their permeable body wall, Platynereis larvae are
amenable to drugs and signaling proteins added to the water. This property was exploited for
analyzing the influence of chemical components and proteins on biological processes, such as
larval locomotion [32] or settlement [33].
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Laser-assisted [12, 71] and chemical cell ablation [72] have been carried out on Platynereis.
Laser-assisted eye-ablation was applied for studying larval phototaxis.
Behavior setups The advantage of Platynereis is its relatively simple anatomical organization
combined with the presence of sensory organs capable of detecting a wide range of environ-
mental stimuli, such as light (phototaxis), chemicals (chemosensation), pressure (barotaxis),
temperature (thermosensation) and mechanical stimuli (mechanosensation). Various behaviors
were developed in Platynereis as a response to the stimuli, for example, vertical migration as a
reaction to a pressure change [unpublished data], directional swimming to follow the gradient
of a light source [12, 34] or crawling as a response to settlement cues [33].
Due to its transparent body, Platynereis larvae are accessible for light microscopy, which
employs visible light and a system of lenses to magnify images of small samples. Confocal
light microscopy is used to detect an in situ hybridization signal in Platynereis. Confocal mi-
croscopy uses a pinhole to increase optical resolution. A special reflection technology has been
developed [73], which was recently enhanced by using TDE as a mounting medium [74]. A
timelapse 3D confocal imaging was used to track the formation of Platynereis mesodermal
cells during early development [75].
The small size of Platynereis and a relatively simple nervous system organization makes it at-
tractive for serial transmission electron microscopy (TEM) [34]. TEM produces an image
of a specimen using a beam of electrons transmitted through a specimen and provides the res-
olution sufficient to reconstruct neuronal architecture [12].
A slowly evolving genome, ancestral cell types, a neuropeptide complement close to verte-
brates, a regeneration ability, and its circadian and lunar rhythms make Platynereis an attrac-
tive and useful model organism [43]. These properties have driven the development of genetic
tools, such as immunohistochemistry, germline transgenesis, morpholino-mediated knockdown
and microinjection. These and novel approaches and technologies will help to address new and
more detailed functional biological questions using Platynereis as a model organism.
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3.1. Introduction
Anatomical atlases represent the anatomy of a given organism placed in a coordinate system
standardized for the whole population or a part of the population (e.g. of the same sex, develop-
mental stage or experimental conditions). Atlases visualize complex anatomical relations and
can provide morphological, molecular and/or functional information for the biological struc-
tures. Over the past years, traditional paper-based atlases have been enhanced via 3D digital
atlases, which can be constructed based on different imaging modalities, such as magnetic res-
onance imaging (MRI), positron emission tomography (PET), micro-CT or light microscopy
(LM). The atlases can be generated using various signals, such as stained axonal scaffold or
neuropil [76, 53], nuclear stain [77, 78] or differential interference contrast (DIC) [79].
3.1.1. Anatomical atlases in solving biological questions
Anatomical atlases provide standardized anatomy that serves as a normalization procedure,
therefore they are often applied to 3D parameterization of anatomical substructures [80, 81,
82, 83, 84]. Such measurements can be further used for inter-species and inter-individual com-
parisons or for allocating differences in brain regions and associating these differences with
deviation in cognitive skills, perception, behavior or disease state. For example, Dreyer et al.
compared standard neuropil volumes in male and female flour beetle to analyze sex-specific
volumetric differences in brain regions [82]. Jundi et al. investigated sexual dimorphism in
the sphinx moth and discovered significant differences in brain region sizes between male and
female individuals [81]. Wong et al. performed volumetric comparisons of knockout and wild
type mouse embryos to characterize genetic phenotypes [83].
The anatomical substructures delineated in the standardized atlas can also be used for automatic
segmentation of individual specimens [77, 84, 85]. Mun˜oz-Moreno et al. generated probability
maps for each delineated structure in the rabbit atlas and then used these maps combined with
image registration to automatically segment new specimens [85]. Long et al. segmented and
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named nuclei in Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans) to generate an atlas and later automati-
cally determine nucleus identities in new specimens [77].
Atlases provide a convenient platform for characterizing temporal dynamics of the organism
of interest. For example, Fowlkes et al. and Castro et al. followed the temporal dynamics of
gene expression patterns in early developmental stages using Drosophila and zebrafish atlases
respectively [86, 87].
An important benefit of anatomical atlases is the ability to map functional activation and con-
nectivity information [88, 89]. For example, Jundi et al. revealed potential connection between
two individual neurons involved in polarization vision in the locust [89]. Similarly, Brandt et
al. analyzed the connectivity between olfactory neurons and neuropils using the honeybee atlas
[88].
3.1.2. Image registration for atlas generation
Since atlases represent a population-based average, they are often generated based on multiple
individuals. The integration of imaging data acquired across multiple individuals and exper-
iments requires image registration methodologies. Simple superimposition of images would
be insufficient due to variations in morphology and experimental conditions. Image registra-
tion methods can be classified as intensity-based [32, 53, 79, 85, 90] or segmentation-based
[77, 80, 81, 86, 91]. The intensity-based registration relies on a metric calculated from pixel
intensities (for example, correlation or mutual information [92]). Intensity-based image regis-
tration has been employed for generating atlases based on various reference signals, for exam-
ple, the stained axonal scaffold or neuropil [[76, 53] nuclear stain [78], DIC [79], MRI [85, 90]
or PET [84].
Alternatively, segmentation-based registration methods are based on prior delineation and an-
notation of anatomical structures [90], which then guide image registration. Cells expressing
a marker gene [53], stained nuclei combined with a transgenic muscle label [77], or other
anatomical structures [81] can all serve as a reference for segmentation. A special case of
segmentation-based approaches is surface-based registration [93, 94, 95], which aligns the
boundaries of anatomical structures using surface-fitting algorithms and then propagates trans-
formation to the internal structures.
Image registration protocols usually start with coarse, rigid registration that is further refined
by non-rigid registration. The virtual insect brain (VIB) protocol [[80]] begins with global and
local rigid registration, refined by non-rigid registration. This protocol was used to generate
brain atlases for the fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster) [80], the sphinx moth (Manduca sexta)
[81], the flour beetle (Tribolium castaneum) [82], and the desert locust (Schistocerca gregaria)
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[96]. Another image registration protocol, the iterative shape-averaging method (ISA) [88],
EMPLOYS affine registration followed by iterative non-rigid registration. This protocol was
used to generate atlases for the honeybee (Apis mellifera) [88], the desert locust (S. gregaria)
[96], and the tobacco budworm (Heliothis virescens) [91].
3.1.3. Extended atlases
Atlases show their full potential when extended with additional information such as morphol-
ogy of individual neurons or gene expression patterns. Such atlases overcome the limitations of
traditional single- or multicolor labeling light microscopy methods, which are often restricted
in the number of channels (gene expression patterns, cells) that can be simultaneously detected
(an exception is Brainbow technology [97]).
Neuronal connectivity atlases provide insight into the organization of neural circuits and how
these circuits regulate animal behavior. Such atlases are thus needed to formulate hypotheses
about the information flow within neuronal networks and to guide experimental manipulations
aimed at understanding how neuronal circuits modulate animal behavior. Neuronal connec-
tivity atlases have been generated for the honeybee (Apis mellifera) [88], the desert locust (S.
gregaria) [89, 96] and the fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster [76].
In turn, gene expression atlases provide insight into the relationship between molecules and
behavior. Gene expression atlases play an important role in correlating gene expression with
more salient characteristics such as morphology, neuronal connectivity or physiology. They
elucidate gene regulatory interactions [86], inter-individual variation in gene expression [80] or
the molecular fingerprint of cell types [77], and allow evolutionary comparisons [53]. Similar
to neuronal connectivity atlases, they provide a basis for functional manipulations of an organ-
ism under study. Gene expression atlases have been generated for Drosophila [86], mouse [79],
chicken [98], zebrafish [78] and Platynereis [53].
Mapping additional features to the reference template requires labeling of specimens with a
reference marker and a marker of interest. Markers of interest can include neuron-filling dyes
labeling individual neurons [88, 91, 96] or fluorescent proteins expressed in a subset of cells by
transgenic techniques [76]. Gene expression patterns can be visualized by in situ hybridization
[79, 53, 86], immunostaining [86], or transgenic techniques [80].
3.1.4. Current work contribution
Here, I present a whole-body gene expression atlas for the early developmental stages of
Platynereis. Platynereis exhibits stereotypic early development, which together with a small
size constitute important prerequisites for atlas generation. Despite this, image registration in
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Platynereis has so far been restricted to the 48 hours post fertilization (hpf) trochophore lar-
val episphere [53], due to the limited depth-penetration achieved by using imaging setups with
refractive index mismatches (glycerol mounting with an oil immersion objective). The previ-
ous image registration procedure starts with rigid registration, followed by affine and B-Spline
deformable registration as implemented in the Insight Toolkit (ITK). It employs an iterative
approach for generating a template for the larval episphere using an acetylated-tubulin signal
as a reference marker for registration.
In the present study, I extend the existing image registration protocol and apply it to the
Platynereis full-body images from whole-mount in situ hybridization and confocal microscopy
in order to generate a gene expression atlas for the early developmental stages (48 hpf, 72 hpf
and 6 days post fertilization, dpf) of Platynereis.
The gene expression atlas assists in solving an important problem in neuroscience: associat-
ing anatomical regions with the respective functionality. To facilitate this task, I implement
software tools to extract behavioral and functional information associated with a gene and sub-
sequently to annotate the corresponding gene expression patterns in the atlas with the extracted
functional information.
To provide a convenient atlas representation for exploring gene expression patterns, I modeled
a gene expression atlas in Blender, 3D graphics software, which encompasses various options
to store, visualize, manipulate and analyze gene expression patterns. I enable various query-
ing and visualization options, which facilitates detecting coexpressing and therefore possibly
interacting molecules.
3.2. Methods
3.2.1. In situ hybridization
The published in situ hybridization protocol was performed using nitroblue tetrazolium (NBT)/5-
bromo-4-chloro-3-indolyl phosphate (BCIP) staining combined with anti-acetylated tubulin
and DAPI staining as described in ref. [73] with the following modification: larvae after in
situ hybridization were transferred into 97% TDE diluted with PBS plus 0.2% Tween. In situ
hybridization preparations were performed by Markus Conzelmann, Elizabeth Williams, Csaba
Veraszto, Nadine Randel, Luis Bezares and other members of the Je´kely group.
3.2.2. Immunohistochemistry
Immunostaining was performed as described in the previously published protocol [99] using
affinity-purified rabbit neuropeptide antibodies combined with mouse anti-acetylated tubulin
antibody and DAPI staining. Immunostaining was performed by Markus Conzelmann.
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3.2.3. Confocal microscopy
The prepared larvae were placed between a glass slide and a coverslip for imaging. The larvae
were imaged on an Olympus FV1000 confocal system on an IX81 inverted microscope using
0.15 mm working distance and an UPlanSApo 60x Oil objective with 1.35 N.A. (Olympus
Deutschland GmbH, Hamburg, Germany). Diode lasers 405, 559 and 635 nm were used for
simultaneous three-channel excitation. Channel 1 for DAPI detection had a 425 to 475-band
pass filter, channel 2 for TRITC detection had a 570 to 625 band pass filter and channel 3 for
the detection of NBT/BCIP had a 780 long-pass filter. Images were scanned at 1.1x zoom and a
pixel size of 0.414 µm x 0.414 µm, resulting in stack of images of size 512 x 512 pixels (Figure
3.1). The entire volume of the larvae was scanned with a z-step size of 0.41 µm, to obtain an
isotropic voxel size.
Confocal microscopy was enhanced closer to its depth-limit by using 2,2’-thiodiethanol (TDE)
as a mounting medium, the refractive index of which matches to that of glass and immersion oil
[83]. The use of TDE enabled high-quality whole-body scans of Platynereis larvae at the early
developmental stages (48 hpf up to 6 dpf) using isotropic voxel size. Confocal microscopy was
performed by myself, Aurora Panzera, Elizabeth Williams, Csaba Veraszto, Nadine Randel,
Luis Bezares and other members of the Je´kely group.
3.2.4. Image registration
Image registration was applied to the image stacks obtained from in situ hybridization samples
imaged by confocal microscopy. The implemented image registration protocol subsequently
applies rigid, affine and deformable transformations using an intensity-based metric. The pro-
tocol was implemented using ImageJ / Fiji [100, 101] for rigid registration and the Insight
Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (ITK) [102] for non-rigid registration.
Rigid registration Two approaches were developed to rigidly align image stacks. One em-
ploys the Rigid Registration plugin [103] available in Fiji, which implements iterative optimiza-
tion to register images to a template. The other is a custom plugin that orients images based on
anatomical features obtained from the acetylated-tubulin signal and DAPI stained nuclei. The
antero-posterior orientation for 48 hpf larvae was defined based on the prominent signal of the
prototroch ciliary band. The position of the ventral nerve cord determined the orientation. The
antero-posterior orientation for 72 hpf larvae, which have elongated body, was defined based on
the major body-axis. The dorso-ventral orientation was identified by the position of the nerve
cord. The plugin was implemented using ImageJ functionality.
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Figure 3.1.: Scanning electron microscopy and light microscopy images of the Platynereis
larvae.
(A, D, G) Scanning electron microcopy images of 48 hpf (A), 72 hpf (D) and 6 dpf larvae (G). Scanning
electron microscopy images courtesy of Ju¨rgen Berger. (B, E, H) Single sections from the image stacks
of DAPI-stained specimens at 48 hpf (B), 72 hpf (E) and 6 dpf (H). (C, F, I) 3D views of tubulin-stained
specimens at 48 hpf (C), 72 hpf (F) and 6 dpf (I). Scale bars 30 µm. hpf, hours post fertilization. dpf,
days post fertilization.
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Non-rigid registration The initial rigid registration was refined using affine and deformable
registration implemented in the ITK library. The following parameters of the ITK image regis-
tration were specified:
• the interpolator that estimates pixel intensities at non-grid positions after transformation
(ITK class LinearInterpolateImageFunction)
• the optimizer that searches for the optimal transformation for registration (ITK class
RegularStepGradientDescentOptimizer)
• the metric that evaluates the alignment at each optimizer step (ITK class MattesMutual-
InformationImageToImageMetric).
The Mattes mutual information metric (MMI) [95], which extends the mutual information met-
ric, was employed. MMI is evaluated based on a subset of pixels uniformly sampled from the
image. The main difference to the MutualInformationImageToImageMetric class in ITK is that
the subset of pixels sampled at the first optimizer iteration is reused in the subsequent iterations
when calculating the MMI metric.
B-Spline (ITK class BSplineDeformableTransform) and affine transforms (ITK class Affine-
Transform) were used for the affine and deformable registration steps respectively. The mul-
tiresolution approach (MultiResolutionImageRegistrationMethod class) was utilized, which
registers images first at a low resolution and then stepwise at higher resolutions. Such ap-
proach helps the optimizer to avoid local minima. Non-rigid registration of the whole-body
Platynereis images takes approximately 50 min on a PC with 32Gb RAM and an i5-2500 CPU
3.3GHz x 4 processor.
3.2.5. Template generation
I implemented an iterative procedure for template generation similar to the procedures em-
ployed in previously published methods [53, 88] (Figure 3.2). Template generation required
a set of specimens stained with a reference marker (50 specimens were employed). A special
procedure was applied to avoid bias towards the first selected image. First, a median-size spec-
imen was selected. The median image was then registered to the rest of the original images and
the average of the obtained transforms was calculated. The average transform was applied to
the median image, which was then subjected to the iterative procedure for template generation.
In the first iteration, the original images were registered to the transformed median image and
sorted according to the similarity to this image (Mattes mutual information metric). The top 40
scans were averaged to generate a template for the following iteration. Three iterations were
performed.
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Figure 3.2.: A pipeline for template generation.
A median-size specimen was selected from the specimens stained with the reference marker (acetylated
tubulin or, as here, DAPI nuclear stain). The bias-compensation procedure was then applied to the
median-size specimen. Next, the original images were registered to the transformed median image and
averaged. The average image generated in each iteration was used as a template in the next iteration.
The procedure was repeated three times.
3.2.6. Gene expression pattern registration
The generated template served as a reference space to register gene expression patterns. All
specimens were stained with a reference marker and a marker of a gene of interest. The ref-
erence marker was registered to the template and the obtained transform was applied to the
corresponding gene expression pattern (Figure 3.3). To avoid bias towards the gene expression
pattern of an individual specimen, multiple specimens were stained with the same gene marker
and subsequently registered and averaged.
3.2.7. Multichannel visualization
I developed an ImageJ plugin, ChannelMerger, to simultaneously visualize multiple registered
gene expression patterns. The plugin merges individual channels into one RGB stack and pro-
vides adjustment options such as color change and visibility setting. The merged RGB image is
compatible with ImageJ functionality such as saving as tif stack, adjusting brightness/contrast,
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Figure 3.3.: Gene expression pattern registration pipeline
The pipeline accepts as an input individual specimens stained with a reference marker (acetylated tubulin
or DAPI nuclear stain) and a marker of a gene of interest. The reference marker is then registered to the
template and the obtained transform is applied to the corresponding gene signal. Several specimens are
stained with the same gene marker, registered to the template and averaged to obtain a representative
gene expression pattern.
viewing in 3DViewer, and others. The ChannelMerger plugin is available for download [104].
3.2.8. Model for gene expression atlas
The generated gene expression atlas was modeled using Blender 3D graphics software. Each
registered gene expression pattern was converted to its surface representation using ImageJ
3D Viewer and subsequently imported in Blender. Broad gene expression domains were then
smoothed using Gaussian filter with sigma in the range of [1,2]. Cell-specific domains were
approximated with spheres (Figure 3.4). An averaged signal of the registered tubulin marker
was converted to surface representation and imported into Blender to provide an anatomical
reference for the gene expression atlas.
The atlas was extended with querying by gene name, gene function and gene type using the
embedded Python scripting. The imported gene expression domains were annotated by experts
with gene name, associated functionality, and gene type. Such annotations were implemented
using the Blender grouping option. Expression domains associated with the same gene, the
same gene type or functionality were grouped together. The names of the gene-function groups
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Figure 3.4.: Exporting gene expression patterns in Blender.
An intensity-based representation of an average gene expression pattern (A) is converted into a surface
representation (B) using 3D Viewer. The surfaces are then exported in OBJ format and imported into
Blender (C), where the broad gene expression domains are smoothed and the cell-specific domains are
approximated with spheres (D).
start with an underscore ” ”, the names of the gene-type groups start with a hyphen ”-” and
the gene names can start with any other character. Blender native classes can be extended with
custom properties of any type. Custom property is not stored in the project file and needs to be
redefined after restarting. Blender class Group was extended with a custom boolean property
Visibility, which was used to implement showing and hiding groups of objects according to
queries over different groups (Figure 3.5).
The analysis of gene expression colocalization was implemented using the Boolean modifier
in Blender, which creates a single compound out of two objects using difference, union or
intersection operations. The intersection operation was used for gene expression colocalization
analysis. All the expression domains of the two specified genes are examined for colocalization
using the Boolean modifier and the intersection volumes are displayed.
3.2.9. Mobile GeneExpressionAtlas
The modeled gene expression atlas was implemented as an application for Android [105] mo-
bile devices named Mobile GeneExpressionAtlas. It was developed using an ADT Bundle,
including Android Software Development Kit and a version of Eclipse Integrated Development
Environment [106]. The libGDX game development framework [107] was used to visualize the
3D model in the application. The Blender model was optimized for mobile devices by reducing
the number of the vertices in the model using the Decimate modifier in Blender. The model
was exported in OBJ format, converted into GD3D format using the FBX converter [108] and
then loaded in the mobile application using libGDX.
The developed application begins with the MainActivity class, which extends AndroidAppli-
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Figure 3.5.: The interface implemented for the model.
(A, B) Querying gene expression patterns by name. The menu (A) lists all available gene expression
patterns that can be shown or hidden in the 3D view. The 3D view (B) of the model shows the gene ex-
pression patterns selected in (A). (C) Querying gene expression patterns by molecule functionality. The
3D view shows the expressions of the genes associated with ”increasing ciliary beating”, that has been
selected in the menu. (D) Querying gene expression patterns by type. The 3D view shows expression
domains of the type ’neuropeptide’ , as indicated in the menu.
cation class from the libGDX library (Figure 3.6). The ModelVisualization class, which ex-
tends libGDX Game class, controls the application logic and switching between the main menu
(MainMenuScreen class) and the 3D view (ModelScreen class). The main menu provides a list
of checkboxes to specify the show/hide option for molecules of interest (Figure 3.17). The
model is asynchronously loaded using the libGDX class AssetManager and then displayed in a
new screen implemented in the ModelScreen class (Figure 3.6). The Renderer class implements
functionality for rendering and manipulating the model. The visibility setting is implemented
using material BlendingAttribute, where the field alpha of this attribute is set to one for the
groups of objects that are checked as visible in the main menu and zero for the objects set as
hidden. Minimal Android version is 2.0 (API level 5). The application ran successfully on the
Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1 tablet and Samsung Galaxy S3 Mini.
3.2.10. Online GeneExpressionAtlas
The modeled gene expression atlas was implemented as a web application named Online Ge-
neExpressionAtlas. The web application was developed using the HTML and JavaScript [109]
programming languages and the Three.js library [110]. First, the Blender model was optimized
for a web application by applying the Decimate modifier to each object, which reduced the
number of the vertices in the model. It was then exported from Blender in .js (javascript) for-
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Figure 3.6.: Class diagram for the Mobile BrainDiscoverer application.
The MainAcitivity class is initialized when the application starts. It contains an instance of the Mod-
elVisualization class, which is responsible for managing the application logic and switching between
the main menu (MainMenuScreen class) and the 3D view (ModelScreen class). The Renderer class
implements functions for rendering and manipulating the 3D view objects.
mat using the Blender add-on Three.js [111]. The model was then loaded in the application
using the Three.js library that enabled 3D visualization. The application was extended with an
option to manipulate the model view using the OrbitControls library in Three.js. The option
to set the visibility setting for the individual gene expression patterns was implemented. The
visibility setting can be set using the list of checkboxes on the right (Figure 3.18 B). Online
GeneExpressionAtlas requires WebGL library [112] enabled in a web browser.
3.2.11. Pharmacological experiments
Platynereis larvae at 6dpf were obtained from a breeding culture (Tu¨bingen line). Behavioral
experiments were performed in seawater with 5 to 50 µL neuropeptide added. Larvae were
incubated for 2-5 min in a solution and then placed between a microscopy slide and a coverslip
for recordings (Figure 3.7 A). Behavioral experiments were performed by Jan Schlu¨sener.
A custom ImageJ plugin was developed to measure neuropeptide effect on locomotion. The
plugin classifies and characterizes the locomotor activity of Platynereis larvae from the video
recordings. To generate a training set, body-shape descriptors were extracted for each larva
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Figure 3.7.: Platynereis locomotion classification and characterization.
(A) A frame from a video recording of the behavioral experiment. (B) The segmented larvae from the
video frame in (A). The annotation with the corresponding shape descriptors and the locomotor activity
are shown for two larvae. (C) The segmented larvae from the video frame in (A) automatically anno-
tated with their locomotor activity and locomotion characteristics. ’swim’ or ’crawl’, current locomotor
activity; ’v’, swimming or crawling speed;’f’, crawling frequency. (D) Body angle fluctuations for a
single larva (black line) and the larva bending events detected by an expert from the video recording
(red dots).
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using an ImageJ plugin ParticleAnalyzer and the executed locomotor activity was visually de-
termined for each larva. The relevant descriptors were selected using Best First method in
Weka, resulting in a set of the following descriptors:
• Perimeter of the body
• Secondary axis of the fitted ellipse
• Aspect ratio of the fitted ellipse, calculated as: AR = [Primary axis][Secondary axis]
• Roundness of the body area: R = 4∗ [Area]pi∗[Primary axis]2
• Solidity of the body area: S = Area][Convex area]
The plugin employed the Weka [113] implementation of the Naive Bayes classifier to differen-
tiate between swimming and crawling larva activities. The Naive Bayes model was trained on
the annotated data (Figure 3.7 B) and then used to characterize larval locomotion.
The locomotor activity was further characterized. Crawling and swimming speeds were calcu-
lated as the average displacement of larvae per frame. Crawling frequency was defined based
on the fluctuation of the angle between the major body-axis and the X-axis. The minimum and
maximum values in the body-angle fluctuation correspond to a body-bending event (Figure 3.7
D), based on which crawling frequency was calculated (Figure 3.7 C). To obtain more reliable
results, only those larvae that performed more than 10 bends contributed to quantifications.
3.3. Results
3.3.1. Evaluation of image registration
To integrate multiple gene expression patterns in a common reference space, I employed image
registration and generated gene expression atlases for three developmental stages of Platynereis
dumerilii. The atlases were generated based on the image stacks obtained from the in situ hy-
bridization samples imaged by confocal microscopy. I extended the existing image registration
protocol, which subsequently applies rigid and non-rigid (affine and deformable) registrations.
I implemented two approaches for the rigid registration step: the feature-based and the intensity-
based methods (cf. Image registration). The feature-based method employs anatomical land-
marks to find dorsal-ventral and anterior-posterior orientations. The intensity-based approach
is based on the Rigid Registration plugin implemented in Fiji. I evaluated both methods by
running them on sets of images of Platynereis larvae at three developmental stages: 48 hours
post fertilization (hpf), 72 hpf and 6 days post fertilization (dpf). The landmark-based method
was applied to the 48 and 72 hpf larvae and the intensity-based method was applied to all three
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Stage Method Correctly oriented, % Images Tested Time per image, sec
48 hpf
intensity-based 9 22 4.5
Landmark-based 86 22 1.2
72 hpf
intensity-based 90 29 12.5
Landmark-based 76 32 1.7
6 dpf
intensity-based 88 26 10.8
Landmark-based - - -
Table 3.1.: Evaluating the intensity- and landmark-based methods for rigid registration.
stages. Since the intensity-based method required a template for registration, I selected an in-
dividual image for each stage and manually oriented it. The landmark-based method was more
time-efficient for all stages and performed significantly better than the intensity-based method
on the 48 hpf larvae, whereas the intensity-based method performed better on the 72 hpf larvae
(Table 3.1). Therefore, I further used the landmark-based method for 48 hpf and the intensity-
based method for 72 hpf and 6 dpf stages.
I also evaluated the non-rigid registration using Mattes Mutual Information metric (MMI) as
implemented in the ITK toolkit. MMI is a negative-value metric and decreases with increasing
image similarity. Since the metric is not comparable across image sets of different developmen-
tal stages, I explored the metric behavior in the context of the different developmental stages. I
selected a median-size DAPI-stained specimen for each stage and covered a certain percentage
of the volume of the selected image with random pixel values (Figure 3.8 A). The coverage
percentage varied from 10 to 70%. I calculated the metric between each modified image and
the original image (Figure 3.8 B). The metric decreased with the increasing volume of the ran-
dom pixels, which reflected the lower similarity of the compared images.
After obtaining metric values for each developmental stage, I could use the information on
the metric behavior to evaluate deformable registration. I selected 50 DAPI-stained specimens
for each developmental stage and registered them to the median-size specimen of the corre-
sponding developmental stage. I calculated the MMI metric between each sample image and
the median image (Figure 3.8 D, E, F, Table 3.1). The average metric value for 48 hpf stage is
-0.63, which lies closely to the 30% mark in the plot of random coverage metric (Figure 3.8 D).
This can be interpreted as follows: about 70% of the sample image volume matches perfectly
to the median image (70% registration match). The metric values for 72 hpf and 6 dpf are -0.54
and -0.48 respectively, which corresponds to 60-70% registration match (Figure 3.8 E, F).
Setting requirement for the registration match to 60%, would result in the metric thresholds
of -0.483 for 48 hpf, -0.482 for 72 hpf and -0.448 for 6 dpf larvae images. Regarding these
thresholds, all specimens selected for the 48 and 72 hpf stages and 90% of the specimens at 6
dpf were registered with a registration match of 60% or higher.
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Figure 3.8.: Evaluation of non-rigid image registration.
(A) A layer from the image stack of a DAPI-stained specimen as 48 hpf. 10% of the image volume
is filled with random pixel values. (B) Similarity metric behavior on the images of the DAPI-stained
specimens at three developmental stages. (C) Average image-registration metric after each iteration of
the template generation. (D, E, F) Distribution of the similarity metric values for 50 specimens selected
for each stage. hpf, hours post fertilization. dpf, days post fertilization.
I visually inspected the registration results for the images registered with the metric above the
threshold and found that the corresponding anatomical parts in the template and the sample
images largely overlap after registration without introducing large distortions in the sample’s
anatomical structure (Figure 3.9).
3.3.2. Average anatomy templates for Platynereis dumerilii
Bias-compensation procedure A popular approach to generate an average anatomy template
for gene expression registration is an iterative method. This method was proposed by [88] and
was employed in [53, 74]. The approach suggests that a single image should be selected from
a set of original images as an initial reference template. Such procedure, however, leads to bias
towards the initial selected specimen [81]. Here, I introduced a procedure to minimize the bias
towards the first selected specimen. First, a median-size specimen was selected and registered
to the original images. The transforms obtained after registration were averaged and applied
to the median image, in order to compensate for possible uncommon features of the selected
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Figure 3.9.: Visual inspection of the registration results.
(A) A layer of the DAPI-template image stack at 72 hpf. (B) Overlaid layers of the DAPI-template image
and the sample image after rigid registration. (C) Overlaid layers of the DAPI-template image and the
sample image after affine registration. (D) Overlaid layers of the DAPI-template image and the sample
image after deformable registration. Arrows indicate mismatch regions. hpf, hours post fertilization.
specimen. The transformed image was then used as a template for the first iteration. Each sub-
sequent iteration used the average template generated in the preceding iteration as a reference
template (Figure 3.2).
I also analyzed how many iterations are sufficient for generating a reliable template. I calcu-
lated the MMI metric between each sample image and the corresponding reference template
and plotted the average value after each iteration for each developmental stage (Figure 3.8
C). The average metric reduces significantly (p<0.0001) after the second iteration and non-
significantly after the third iteration in each developmental stage. Therefore, I performed 3
iterations for generating templates.
Selection of a reference marker I selected a best-performing reference marker for generat-
ing the gene expression atlases in Platynereis. Markers of choice were DAPI stain, labeling
cell nuclei (Figure 3.1 B, E, H), and an antibody against acetylated-tubulin, labeling neurites
and cilia (Figure 3.1 C, D, F).
I generated tubulin and DAPI templates for 48 and 72 hpf larvae as described in the Methods
(Figure 3.10). To assess the templates, I registered individual specimens to the templates using
the respective reference markers and calculated absolute deviation of the corresponding cell
positions in the individual specimens after registration. Absolute deviation was calculated as
the mean of the distances of the individual cell-center positions to their average coordinate. I
selected 14 cells for each 48 and 72 hpf developmental stages and 10 cells for 6 dpf. The cells
were labeled with cell-specific gene markers and located in different parts of the episphere and
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Figure 3.10.: Generated templates based on DAPI staining and acetylated tubulin.
(A, C, E) average templates based on DAPI staining for 48 hpf (A), 72 hpf (B) and 6 dpf (E). (B, D)
Average templates based on acetylated tubulin for 48 hpf (B) and 72 hpf (D).
the trunk (Figure 3.11 A-F). 10 specimens were stained and scanned for each gene expression
in the 48 and 72 hpf stages. The results (Figure 3.11 G, H) revealed that the absolute deviation
of cell positions was lower than the cell diameter (on average 10 µm) for both DAPI and tubu-
lin reference markers. Similar values were obtained for the 6 dpf DAPI template (Figure 3.11
I). However, the DAPI templates performed equally well or better than the tubulin templates,
hence DAPI staining was further used as a reference marker for generating gene expression
atlases.
3.3.3. Gene expression pattern registration
Next, the generated 48 and 72 hpf DAPI templates were used to register gene expression pat-
terns as described in the Methods. To obtain a representative gene expression pattern, several
specimens stained with the same gene marker were used. To find out how many original scans
are sufficient to accurately register a single gene expression pattern, I selected a set of regis-
tered specimens stained with the same gene marker, then sampled subsets of different sizes
from this set and analyzed how the average gene expression pattern of the subset changed with
the sample size.
For the analysis, I selected two cells with the highest and two cells with the lowest absolute
deviation shown in the Figure 3.11 for the 48 and 72 hpf stages. For each cell, I sampled ran-
dom subsets of different sizes (one to nine, 1000 iterations for each size) from the specimens
in which this cell was labelled. I calculated the average cell-body coordinate for each subset
and defined the distance between the subset average coordinate to the average coordinate of the
complete set. An average distance over 1000 iterations for every subset size was plotted for
all selected cells (Figure 3.12). The average distance reduced with the sample size and reaches
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Figure 3.11.: Evaluation of the accuracy of the gene expression pattern registration to the DAPI
and tubulin templates.
(A-F) Gene expression patterns and acetylated tubulin registered to the DAPI-templates for 48 hpf (A,
D), 72 hpf (B, E) and 6 dpf larvae (C, F). (A-C) are anterior views, (D-F) are ventral views. The cells
used for quantifications are indicated. (G, H, I) Absolute deviation of the corresponding cells (that is,
distances of the individual cells to their average coordinate) for 48 hpf (G), 72 hpf (H) and 6 dpf (I)
larvae for the indicated in (A-F) cells. The DAPI templates are evaluated at all three stages and the
tubulin templates are evaluated at 48 and 72 hpf. The graphs represent min-max values, (+) indicates
mean values. p-values of a paired t-test are shown: *p<0.05, **p<0.01. MIP, myoinhibitary peptide;
hpf, hours post fertilization; dpf, days post fertilization. Scale bar 30 µm.
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around 1-2 µm with the subset of size five. Taking into account the average cell-body diameter
of 10 µm, I aimed to use a minimum of five scans thereon to register a gene expression pattern
to a template.
Using the described procedure for registering gene expression patterns (cf. Gene expression
pattern registration), I registered the expression patterns of 16 genes in 48 hpf, 31 genes in 72
hpf and 9 genes in 6 dpf templates.
Figure 3.12.: Effect of sample size on average gene expression pattern.
For each cell, random subsets of different sizes (one to nine, 1000 iterations for each size) were sampled
from the individual specimens. The absolute deviation of the cell center positions of each subset relative
to the complete set average coordinate is calculated for 48 hpf (A) and 72 hpf (B) larvae and averaged
over 1000 iterations. The cells and their identifiers are shown in Figure 3.11. The graphs represent
min-max values, (+) indicates mean values. hpf, hours post fertilization.
3.3.4. Registration of immunostained specimens
Immunostained specimens reveal the neuronal processes of the gene expressing cells. Though
such specimens undergo a different protocol compared to the in situ hybridization prepara-
tions, it is possible to register them to the in situ-based reference templates. To implement such
a registration, the tubulin signal was registered to the generated DAPI-template and was further
employed as a reference signal to register immunostained specimens. Visual inspection of the
registered immunostained specimens revealed a close match of the corresponding anatomical
structures in the immunostained samples and the tubulin-template (Figure 3.13 C).
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3.3.5. Linking anatomical structure and function
Current gene labeling and imaging techniques localize anatomical regions associated with
molecular activity. Knowing gene function, it is possible to imply functionality of the marked
anatomical regions. Such strategy links animal anatomy and physiology. Gene expression at-
lases allow analysis of functionality of multiple genes in the context of anatomical structures.
To provide a convenient platform for exploring animal physiology using the gene function in-
formation, I annotated the gene expression domains in the atlas with the corresponding function
information obtained from the literature [32, 34, 33] or through in-house pharmacological ex-
periments. Literature analysis revealed genes associated with functions such as: ”increasing
ciliary beating” (such genes as LY amide, L11, FMRF amide, SPY), ”decreasing ciliary beat-
ing” (WLD), ”phototaxis” (r-opsin-1) and ”settlement” (myoinhibitary peptide, MIP).
Pharmacological behavioral experiments can be performed on Platynereis larvae to determine
gene functionality. One of the strategies widely applied to Platynereis involves adding a neu-
ropeptide to a cuvette with larvae (cf. Pharmacological experiments), where, after penetrating
the larval bodies, the neuropeptide affects the animals in the same manner as an intrinsically
generated neuropeptide. Hence, the observed effect, if any, can be contributed to that neuropep-
tide.
To quantify the effect of neuropeptides on locomotion, I developed a program that classifies
and characterizes Platynereis locomotor activity from the video recordings of behavioral ex-
periments. The program classifies the locomotion activity (swimming or crawling) and subse-
Figure 3.13.: Registration of immunostained specimens to the in situ hybridization template.
(A) Expression pattern of FMRF amide (FMRFa) at 72 hpf. (B) Expression pattern of FMRFa (red)
together with acetylated tubulin (white). (C) Registered expression pattern of FMRFa together with the
tubulin reference signal. Scale bar 30 µm. hpf, hours post fertilization.
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Figure 3.14.: Locomotion analysis of the FMRFa-treated larvae.
(A) Crawling frequency (crawls/sec) determined for the FMRFa-treated and control larvae in three rep-
etitions. (B) Swimming speed (pixel/sec) determined for the FMRFa-treated and control larvae in three
repetitions. hpf, hours post fertilization.
quently characterizes that activity (swimming and crawling speed or crawling frequency).
I evaluated the plugin by comparing its output to the manual classification on the test set of 10
individual larvae throughout 60 frames. Four instances (”instance” refers to an individual larva
in a single frame) were wrongly classified by the plugin (0.7%). Most classification errors are
attributed to the fact that the larvae were in a transitional state between swimming and crawling.
I evaluated the frequency measurement based on a test set of five larvae that performed a com-
bined total of 48 bends (Figure 3.7 C). The crawling frequencies determined by the program
and the human expert were identical for three larvae and differed by less than 1.2% in two
other larvae. I also compared the coincidence of bending events determined by the program
and the human expert which revealed that 73% of bends were within the same frame or one
frame apart, 17% of bends were two frames apart and 10% were three frames apart or more, or
were not detected.
Here, I explored the effect of the neuropeptide FMRF amide (FMRFa) on 72 hpf larvae. The
FMRFa expression pattern has previously revealed neuronal projections in the ventral nerve
cord of the animal (Figure 3.13 B), which suggested that it influences Platynereis central pat-
tern generator (CPG) and thereby affects swimming and crawling activities. To verify this
hypothesis, the FMRFa neuropeptide was added in the cuvette with larvae and the larval be-
havioral response was video recorded. The developed plugin was then applied to measure the
effect of the FMRFa neuropeptide on swimming and crawling speeds and crawling frequency of
72 hpf larvae. The results demonstrated that FMRFa significantly increases crawling frequency
and swimming speed (Figure 3.14 E, F), whereas no significant effect on crawling speed was
determined.
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3.3.6. Interactive gene expression atlas
To provide a convenient representation to visualize and analyze gene expression patterns, I
developed a visualization plugin for ImageJ that merges multiple channels into a single RGB
image. However, the plugin is limited in the number of gene expression patterns that can be
visualized simultaneously due to the image sizes.
As an alternative, I employed the 3D graphics software Blender for this purpose, due to its
memory efficiency and a wide range of visualization, navigation and animation tools. I created
a 3D model of the gene expression atlas, where widely expressed gene expression domains
were represented as smoothened surfaces and cell-specific domains were approximated with
spheres (Figure 3.4). To provide anatomical landmarks, I imported the averaged acetylated
tubulin signal highlighting cilia and neurites.
The gene expression domains are handled as objects in the model, therefore they can be quickly
located in the 3D view by gene name, or gene names can be identified for the domains of
interest.
To provide components essential for the gene expression analysis, the model was extended
using the Python scripting embedded in Blender. I implemented such options as querying the
atlas by gene name (Figure 3.5 A, B), gene function (Figure 3.5 C) and gene type (Figure
3.5 D). It is therefore possible to display different combinations of gene expression patterns,
e.g. genes increasing ciliary beating frequency or neuropeptides (Figure 3.5 B, C, D). Blender
models were generated for three developmental stages: 48 hpf (Figure 3.15 A, B), 72 hpf
(Figure 3.15C, D) and 6 dpf (Figure 3.15 D, E).
I provided the functionality to query the gene expression atlas for molecule colocalization.
A user can specify two genes of interest and the overlapping volumes are then determined
and displayed. Figure 3.16 shows the colocalization volumes for the AST-C and Deiodinase
expression patterns and the gene coexpression matrix in the 72 hpf atlas.
3.3.7. Mobile and web applications for Platynereis gene expression atlases
The model of the Platynereis gene expression atlas was provided for public access via the On-
line GeneExpressionAtlas (Figure 3.18) and Mobile GeneExpressionAtlas applications (Figure
3.17). An option to query expression domains by gene name was implemented (Figure 3.17
C, Figure 3.18 B). To speed up the applications on the devices with limited computational re-
sources and improve user experience, the models were optimized by applying the Decimate
modifier to each object, which reduced the number of the vertices in the model. The Three.js
library [110] was used to visualize the 3D model in the web browser and the libGDX [107]
library was employed for visualization on Android devices. The applications provided an effi-
cient way to access the gene expression data without a need for installing 3D graphics software
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Figure 3.15.: Gene expression atlases modeled in 3D graphics software Blender.
(A, D) The Blender model of the gene expression atlas at 48 hpf. (B, E) The Blender model of the gene
expression atlas at 72 hpf. (C, F) The Blender model of the gene expression atlas at 6 dpf. (A-C) anterior
views, (D-F) ventral views. Tubulin signal is shown in grey. hpf, hours post fertilization. dpf, days post
fertilization.
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Figure 3.16.: Gene coexpression analysis in Blender.
(A) The AST-C (yellow) and Deiodinase (cyan) expression patterns in the 72 hpf atlas. (B) The coex-
pression volume for the AST-C and Deiodinase expression patterns. (C) The gene coexpression matrix
in the 72 hpf atlas. hpf, hours post fertilization.
Figure 3.17.: Mobile GeneExpressionAtlas.
(A) The main menu for selecting gene expression patterns for visualization. (B, C) A screen for the
interactive 3D visualization of the gene expression patterns selected in the main menu. (D) A smartphone
running Mobile GeneExpressionAtlas.
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Figure 3.18.: Online GeneExpressionAtlas.
Screenshots of the Online GeneExpressionAtlas running in the web browser, which presents an interac-
tive 3D view of a neuronal circuitry model and a list of gene expression patterns that can be selected for
visualization. (A) All expression domains selected for visualization. (B) RGW (green), WLD (yellow),
FMRF (blue) and AST-C (light blue) shown together with tubulin staining (gray).
or any knowledge of how to use 3D graphics software. The application gives a brief overview
of gene expression data, which can be further explored by downloading the Blender model file.
3.3.8. Gene expression colocalization using gene expression atlas
The gene expression atlas can be used to determine colocalizing and therefore possibly interact-
ing molecules. Visual inspection of the registered gene expression patterns at 72 hpf revealed
broad overlap between the expression patterns of rhabdomeric opsin-1 (r-opsin-1) and TrpC
(Figure 3.19 A-H). Subsequent double in situ hybridization (Figure 3.19 I-L) confirmed coex-
pression of the two genes in the ventral and dorsal eyes.
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Figure 3.19.: Colocalization of TRPc and r-opsin-1 expression patterns.
(A-D) Colocalization of the expression patterns of r-opsin-1 (cyan) and TrpC (magenta) at 72 hpf, as
determined by the Blender model. (E-H) Colocalization of the expression patterns of r-opsin-1 (cyan)
and TrpC (magenta) at 72 hpf, as determined in the registered images. (I-L) Colocalization of the
expression patterns of r-opsin-1 (cyan) and TrpC (magenta) at 72 hpf, as determined by double in situ
hybridization. Scale bar (E-G, I-K) 30 µm, (H, L) 10 µm. DLE, dorsal larval eye; VLE, ventral larval
eye; hpf, hours post fertilization.
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The atlas has been used to examine the mechanism of interaction of myoinhibitary peptide
(MIP) and its receptor [33]. The registered expression patterns of MIP and its receptor were
located in neighboring cells, thereby indicating the paracrine nature of this neuropeptide sig-
naling pathway. Colocalization in the expression patterns of registered MIP and dimmed, a
neuroendocrine cell marker in insects, further supported the neuroendocrine nature of MIP sig-
naling.
The atlas can be used to efficiently identify potential gene coexpression, for example, the gene
expression domains of AST-C (cyan), Deiodinase (yellow), FVRI (pink) overlapping with each
other in the ventral body region (Figure 3.5 B). Such candidates for coexpression can be verified
by performing double in situ hybridization, a method that labels two gene expression patterns
in the same specimen, thereby revealing the exact relative distribution of the gene expression
patterns.
3.4. Discussion
The current work demonstrated that image registration can be successfully applied to Platynereis
images to generate a whole-body gene expression atlas for the early developmental stages. The
atlas describes the molecular expression signature for different anatomical regions and provides
a link between those regions and corresponding physiological activities. The user-friendly rep-
resentation of the atlas incorporates an efficient means of visualizing and analyzing the gene
expression patterns and provides a convenient platform for integrating and accessing various
attributes associated with a gene. Such representation greatly facilitates data exploration and
has already proven useful in solving practical problems such as detecting candidate genes for
coexpression, understanding gene interaction mechanisms, and relating behavioral information
to anatomical structures.
3.4.1. Image registration protocol
Image registration The image registration protocol implemented here was extensively eval-
uated and was found suitable for registering images of the early developmental stages of
Platynereis. First, rigid registration was examined. The evaluation revealed that 85-90% of
images are registered correctly, when using the landmark-based method for 48 hpf images and
the intensity-based method for 72 hpf and 6 dpf images. The intensity-based method demon-
strates low performance on the 48 hpf larvae, which was due to the spherical shape of the 48 hpf
larvae. In contrast, the elongated body of the 72 hpf and 6 dpf larvae facilitates the intensity-
based registration.
Non-rigid (affine and deformable) registration was also assessed, using the image similarity
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metric (Mattes mutual information metric) and resulted in 95-100% of images registered with a
registration match of 60% or higher. The evaluation of the image registration protocol demon-
strated that it can be reliably applied to the images of Platynereis larvae.
Template generation The image registration procedure was iteratively applied to generate
average anatomical templates for the early developmental stages of Platynereis. The original
iterative strategy for generating a template [53, 88] was biased towards the image selected in
the first iteration [81], which might have unusual morphological features compared to the ma-
jority of the population . The bias-compensation procedure was introduced in the protocol to
achieve subject-independent templates.
Before mapping gene expression patterns to the templates, the accuracy of the registration
procedure was evaluated based on the absolute deviation of the corresponding cells in indi-
vidual specimens. The absolute deviation was in general lower than 10 µm (comparable to
cell diameter), thereby demonstrating a near-cellular resolution of the gene expression pattern
registration. Low absolute deviation values also indicated high synchrony of Platynereis early
development and showed that to a large extent the registration protocol overcomes technical
and natural variation.
Absolute deviation was also employed to compare nuclear stain and acetylated tubulin as ref-
erence markers for the template generation. This parameter showed that the nuclear-stained
templates often outperform the tubulin templates, which can be attributed to the fact that the
nuclear staining provides a non-homogenous signal for registration over the entire larval body.
The nuclear-stained templates were further utilized for registering gene expression patterns in
Platynereis at the early developmental stages.
3.4.2. Comparison with VIB, ISA and PrImR protocols
Frequently, atlas generation methods are tailored specifically for the organism under study and
are not applicable to different organisms or different data formats. According to the literature,
virtual insect brain (VIB) [80] and iterative shape-averaging (ISA) [88] protocols, as well as
the current method, belong to the species- and data-independent protocols. The VIB protocol,
originally employed to generate an anatomical atlas for the Drosophila brain, was primarily
developed for volumetric analysis and therefore preserves the volumes of the brain regions. It
requires prior segmentation of the anatomical structures, which guides the subsequent registra-
tion. Average templates based on VIB protocol reflect the volume variability in populations.
The aim of this project was to generate a standard average anatomy and a representative gene
expression map, therefore the protocol aims at reflecting an average morphology and removing
individual variability, in contrast to the VIB protocol. The presented method is automatic and
does not require any pre-processing steps, which makes its usage more straightforward. The
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current protocol is more similar to the ISA protocol, which also aims at generating an average
atlas by removing individual variation. Both protocols subsequently apply rigid, affine and
non-rigid transformation for registration and employ an iterative procedure to generate a tem-
plate. The main difference of the current protocol is the bias-compensation procedure. Jundi
et al. compared the VIB and the ISA protocols, and concluded that both protocols are biased
towards the image selected as a first template [81]. That image introduces a bias in terms of the
positions of the anatomical structures in the VIB template and in terms of the volumes of the
anatomical structures in the ISA template.
The presented registration protocol extends the PrImR protocol [53], which employed ITK-
implemented registration and was applied to the episphere of 48 hpf larvae. Here, I applied
image registration to the whole-body scans, enabled by TDE as a mounting medium for mi-
croscopy, and provided an extensive overview of the Platynereis anatomy and a wide range of
gene expression patterns. More robust rigid registration methods were introduced in the proto-
col, which were shown to be suitable for the whole-body images. The stereotypic development
of Platynereis enabled the generation of the gene expression atlases for the three developmental
stages and the consequent tracking of the temporal dynamics of gene expression patterns.
3.4.3. Nuclear stains as universal reference markers
Various reference markers have been employed for generating anatomical atlases [76, 53, 77,
79, 81, 86]. The acetylated-tubulin signal was utilized earlier in Platynereis as a reference
marker to generate the template and subsequently to register gene expression patterns [53].
The results presented here demonstrated that DAPI stain can be used as a reliable reference
marker for generating a template for Platynereis larvae. Nuclear stain has also been utilized in
the recently published registration protocol for zebrafish larvae [78]. Here, I propose nuclear
stains as universal reference markers for generating anatomical atlases. In contrast to antibody
markers, such stains give the broadest possible label of anatomy by labeling every cell, whereas
the signal of antibody markers can be absent from large regions of the body and consequently
provide less information for registration (e.g. acetylated tubulin signal). The nuclear-stain
templates provide a fuller representation of anatomy and yet the provided signal is not homo-
geneous and reveals detailed internal structure (for example, it delineates neuropil, nerve cord
and muscle structures in Platynereis). Nuclear stain is cheap, easy to perform, and compati-
ble with standard in situ hybridization protocols. Due to the aforementioned points, I strongly
recommend nuclear stains as the first markers of choice for future atlas generation projects.
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3.4.4. Immunochemistry for behavior-regulating neuropeptides
In previous reports [76, 88, 89, 96], immunostained specimens have been successfully reg-
istered to anatomical templates and the registered expression patterns have been applied for
exploring neuronal networks. Such registration revealed structural organization of the nervous
system on the level of single cells [89]. It allowed analyzing neuronal connectivity, formu-
lating hypotheses on neural pathways and the identification of novel physiological properties
of particular cell types. Combined with physiological measurements, immunochemistry data
provided insights into neuronal circuitry function [88].
Here, Platynereis specimens immunostained with antibodies against the FMRF amide neu-
ropeptide (FMRFa) were registered to an average anatomy template. FMRFa staining revealed
neuronal projections in the nerve cord, which led to the hypothesis that FMRFa influences
the central pattern generator (CPG) of Platynereis locomotion. Behavioral experiments on
Platynereis locomotion confirmed that FMRFa increases crawling frequency and swimming
speed, thereby supporting the connection between the FMRFa-expressing cells and CPG loco-
motion.
Exploring gene expression patterns in combination with behavioral experiments provided a
unique opportunity to relate anatomical regions to their corresponding function, which is the
main goal of anatomical and physiological studies. To provide extensive data for gene ex-
ploration, the gene expression atlas was extended with functional and behavioral information
obtained from additional behavioral experiments and the literature review.
3.4.5. Interactive model of the gene expression atlas
The image registration protocol outputs average gene expression patterns in the form of image
stacks, therefore handling and simultaneously visualizing multiple gene expression patterns is
a memory-intensive task. An efficient solution to this problem was provided by the 3D graph-
ics software Blender, which encompasses versatile tools for visualizing and navigation through
data. I created a model of the gene expression atlas in Blender, which also integrates additional
information associated with genes. The model can be further adapted to particular research
needs via embedded Python scripting. Here, I provided the functionality and the interface for
exploring gene expression patterns, such as querying expression patterns by gene name, type
or function.
The model facilitated analyzing genes for coexpression and understanding molecular mecha-
nisms. It revealed colocalization of the expression patterns of TRP-C and rhabdomeric opsin-1
in the adult eyes of the 72 hpf Platynereis larvae, which was subsequently confirmed by double
in situ hybridization. This finding suggested that Platynereis photoreceptors might employ a
phototransduction cascade similar to that of insect rhabdomeric photoreceptors [114], strength-
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ening the idea that these photoreceptors represent a homologous cell type [115].
The disadvantage of the Blender representation is the loss of the original image intensities when
generating the gene domain surfaces. Therefore, candidates for coexpression determined in the
Blender model should be verified by inspecting the original gene expression patterns or other
experimental procedures (i.e. double in situ hybridization).
The model of the Platynereis atlas was inspired by the Virtual worm project [116], which rep-
resents a cell-by-cell reconstruction of an adult nematode C. elegans. The aim of the Virtual
worm project was to generate an interactive atlas of the C. elegans for learning its anatomy.
In contrast, the model designed in this work concentrates on gene expression domains, rather
than individual cells. A model focusing on individual cells would represent a more rigorous
strategy. It would require resolving single cells in the entire body (e.g. in a DAPI-stained
specimens) and then annotating the cells with the expressed genes. However, the available
techniques did not reliably resolve individual cells in the imaged Platynereis specimens, there-
fore the domain-based approach was used.
The Virtual worm also visualizes C. elegans tissues and organs. The model of the Platynereis
gene expression atlas can also be extended with further anatomical information, using tissue-
or organ-specific markers (such as phalloidin staining of muscles or r-opsin markers stain-
ing photoreceptors), which could empower exploring gene expression patterns in combination
with anatomical information. In contrast to the Virtual worm depicting an adult worm, the
Platynereis model is restricted to the early developmental stages, due to the restriction of con-
focal microscopy to a smaller specimen.
3.4.6. Gene expression atlas in Platynereis research
The image registration protocol implemented here has been engaged in several studies involv-
ing Platynereis, for example, to explore mechanisms of Platynereis larval settlement [33], ver-
tical migration [32], and phototaxis [12]. The gene expression map was employed to explore
mechanisms of molecular interactions and suggested a paracrine signaling between myoin-
hibitary peptide (MIP), a neuropeptide involved in Platynereis settlement, and its receptor [33].
The image registration protocol was also used for mapping the neuropeptides involved in larval
vertical migration, which revealed largely non-overlapping expression domains of these pep-
tides [32]. The atlas elucidated genes that are expressed in the adult eyes, thereby revealing the
candidate molecules involved in Platynereis vision [12].
3.4.7. Future directions
The gene expression atlas embodies a snapshot of the molecular complexity of the Platynereis
larval anatomy and establishes types and molecular profiles of individual cells. It yields insights
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into the detailed structural and functional organization of anatomical regions and provides the
basis for precise genetic and functional manipulations, such as guiding the selection of genes
for expression manipulation experiments or physical stimulation and cell ablations.
The atlas can be used to reveal inter-individual differences in gene expression patterns and to
relate these differences to variations in anatomy or behavior, thus making the atlas helpful for
phenotyping and molecular characterization of subpopulations (such as genetically or physi-
ologically manipulated specimens). To identify population-specific characteristics, individual
specimens can be compared to the standard atlas. Individual specimens can also be compared
to each other after being normalized to the standard atlas. Additionally, the gene expression
atlas can be used for molecular characterization of new specimens and can even be integrated
in an imaging process to automatically detect cells for stimulation or ablation.
Extending the gene expression atlas with further gene expression patterns will provide a more
comprehensive map of spatial gene distribution. The atlas can be expanded to other stages
of Platynereis development in order to follow temporal dynamics of gene expression patterns.
To make the atlas accessible for the community and stimulate community input to its further
development, the average anatomy templates, instructions and image registration scripts were
provided for public access. The atlas presented here will be a useful tool for guiding future
projects involving Platynereis.
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4.1. Introduction
Organisms continuously receive signals from the environment via their sensory organs. Envi-
ronmental signals are further processed in the nervous system to generate an appropriate re-
sponse. Neuroscience explores the flow of information within neuronal circuits and the mech-
anisms that modulate the response reaction.
Imaging and image analysis techniques are widely used in the study of neuronal circuits. One
imaging technique, electron microscopy, resolves biological structures at a very fine resolution,
thereby elucidating the morphology of individual cells and even of subcellular structures. Elec-
tron microscopy, therefore, captures individual neuronal processes and synapses in the context
of neuronal circuitry. Using designated image analysis software, neuronal circuitry elements
can then be reconstructed from electron microscopy images and studied to elucidate network
function.
4.1.1. Nervous system reconstructions in model organisms
In 1986, White et al. [117] reconstructed the neuronal circuitry of the nematode Caenorhab-
ditis elegans (C.elegans) from electron microscopy (EM) images and described the structure
and the connectivity of the C.elegans nervous system. This was the first incidence of EM re-
construction of a whole organism. The authors characterized the organization of the neuronal
processes, described the connectivity patterns of the nematode and classified neurons based
on morphology and connectivity. The reconstructed C.elegans network was analyzed in sev-
eral subsequent studies [118, 119, 120, 121, 122]. Varshney et al. [120] extensively explored
statistical and topological properties of the C.elegans neuronal network and discovered struc-
tural similarities to the mammalian neuronal cortex. Jarrell et al. [118] focused on the neural
substrate responsible for C.elegans mating behavior, classified the involved neurons and deter-
mined their functions. Using network partitioning, they determined distinct modules regulating
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different basic behaviors, such as searching for vulva, locomotion, posture and insemination.
Sohn et al. [122] also employed topological clustering methods to determine structural mod-
ules in the entire C.elegans neuronal network and defined the functionality associated with the
modules. Bumbarger et al. [119] compared the C.elegans pharynx neuronal organization to
that of another nematode, Pristionchus pacificus, and discovered significant rewiring of the
synaptic connectivity in the pharynx between the two species, despite the fact that the neuron
types were conserved.
The neuronal network of another model organism, Drosophila melanogaster, has been ex-
plored using EM [11, 123, 124]. Cardona et al. [123] reconstructed five compartments of the
Drosophila larval brain, classified the reconstructed neurites based on morphology and deter-
mined the most common motifs in the network. The authors also determined statistical proper-
ties of the network and compared them to those of the mammalian cortex. Another study of the
nervous system of Drosophila combined EM data with functional imaging to study direction-
selective ganglion cells responsible for visual motion detection [11]. The authors attributed
the directional selectivity to the asymmetry in the structure and the connectivity determined
from the EM reconstructions. A later study by Takemura et al. [124] was also concerned with
directional selectivity in Drosophila and provided a more comprehensive reconstruction of the
Drosophila optic medulla. The authors matched the EM reconstructions to the light microscopy
data and consequently identified the types of neurons responsible for motion detection.
Additionally, EM reconstructions were used to investigate vision in mammals [125, 126, 127].
Bock et al. [125] investigated physiology and neuronal anatomy in the mouse visual cortex.
The authors determined direction-selective neurons using calcium imaging and characterized
those neurons using EM reconstructions. Helmstaedter et al. [127] investigated the neuropil
region in the mouse retina. The authors classified the reconstructed neurons based on connec-
tivity type and determined a new interneuron type based on their classification. Song et al.
[126] analyzed synaptic connectivity properties of the rat visual cortex and revealed several
non-random features of the neuronal network.
4.1.2. Software for electron microscopy images
Using electron microscopy for resolving neuronal anatomy yields large volumes of data, there-
fore specialized software is employed to efficiently handle the acquired EM images. These
software tools are also used to subsequently montage and align images. Due to the size of a
specimen, an individual tissue layer might span multiple image tiles, hence, the obtained tiles
should be montaged into a single image. The resulting montaged layers then need to be aligned
into a stack to compensate for the distortions introduced during sectioning and imaging. Soft-
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Software Alignment Segmentation Web-based 3D view 2D graph
Catmaid [131] no yes yes yes no
ConnectomeExplorer [132] no yes no yes yes
Elegance [133] no yes no no no
Espina [134] no yes no yes no
Eyewire [135] no yes yes no no
IMOD [128] yes yes no yes no
Knossos [136] no yes no yes no
Neurotrace [137] no yes no yes no
Reconstruct [130] yes yes no yes no
Rhoana: Mojo/Dojo [138] no yes no yes no
Sopnet [139] no yes no no no
TrakEM2 [129] yes yes no yes no
Viking [140] no yes yes yes yes
Table 4.1.: Software for processing and analyzing electron microscopy data.
ware applications such as IMOD [128], TrakEM2 [129] or Reconstruct [130] (Table 4.1) are
capable of montaging and aligning EM images.
The aligned images can be further segmented to reconstruct neuronal processes and anno-
tate synapses. Several attempts have been undertaken to automatically reconstruct neuronal
processes. Machine-learning approaches were employed to segment EM images based on arti-
ficial neural networks [141], convolutional networks [142, 143], adaptive boosting [144], and
random forests [145, 146, 147, 148]. Ridge detection and subsequent region merging was
employed to detect neuronal membranes [149, 150, 151]. O’Reilly et al. [152] additionally
employed a shape prior (circle) to segment membranes in individual layers. Operating on
supervoxels rather than individual voxels was shown to be more robust towards local noise
and reduced the computational complexity of the segmentation task. Graph partitioning [153],
graph cut [154] and random forest [155] were applied to supervoxels to segment the neurons
from the EM images. Segmentation can be further improved by integrating information from
the adjacent sections as a geometrical constraint for graph-cut optimization [146, 147, 156] or
level sets [157].
Automatic segmentation methods are often tailored for datasets with certain sample preparation
methods, scanning technique or image quality. Being tested only on high-quality EM images,
some methods are not applicable to the real-world noisy or disrupted data [158]. Another prob-
lem is that segmentation methods allow for a certain level of failure, thus, subsequent manual
proofreading of the automatically segmented data is needed to achieve accurate results. This
can be time-consuming and labor-intensive. Due to these difficulties, many researchers still
employ manual or semi-automatic approaches for network reconstructions.
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Several applications have been developed for segmenting and reconstructing EM images (Table
4.1). While some of the developed tools are not available or no longer supported, other tools are
widely used by the community, for example, Knossos or TrakEM2. TrakEM2 was employed
to reconstruct EM images of Drosophila [123, 159, 160, 161], the marine annelid Platynereis
dumerilii [12], the nematode Pristionchus pacificus [119], the acoel Symsagittifera roscoffensis
[162] and the mouse Mus musculus [124]. Knossos was also used for reconstructing mouse
retina [11, 127].
The reconstructed neuronal processes must subsequently be analyzed, a significantly challeng-
ing task due to the complexity of neural system organization. Various tools have been devel-
oped for extracting information from reconstructed neuronal networks. The spatial overview of
the neuronal anatomy can be obtained via 3D visualization tools provided within some of the
afore-mentioned software, for example, 3D Viewer in TrakEM2, 3D Viewport in Knossos or
Structure Viz in Viking. Neuronal reconstructions can also be exported and explored using ex-
ternal tools for 3D visualization, such as the 3D graphics software Maya [163], Blender [164]
or Amira [165]. However, 3D representation disregards network connectivity information and,
thus, hinders the analysis of information flow within the neuronal network.
To explore network connectivity, a reconstructed neuronal network can be represented as a
graph where neurons represent nodes and synapses represent edges. Some of the afore-mentioned
applications for reconstruction can provide 2D connectivity graph viewers, for example, Cir-
cuit Viz in Viking or Graph View in ConnectomeExplorer. Synaptic connectivity can also
be exported and analyzed using some of the numerous tools for graph exploration, such as
Gephi[166], Graphviz [167], Brain Connectivity toolbox [168] for Matlab, python libraries
(NetworkX [169], igraph [170], graph-tool [171]), and others. Nevertheless, such graph repre-
sentations do not allow for the projection of synaptic connectivity in a 3D anatomically relevant
context, which is also important for understanding a network.
4.1.3. A new software tool for neuronal network exploration
In this study, I present NeuroDetective, software that integrates spatial and connectivity in-
formation and provides tools for analyzing information exchange between neuronal units. It
provides a convenient platform for visualization and analysis of neuronal networks, thereby
enhancing their exploration. NeuroDetective explores information flow within neuronal net-
works via tools for querying synaptic connectivity. I implemented the functionality to explore
statistical properties of synaptic connectivity and calculate various network properties. Neu-
roDetective stores and accesses additional attributes for a neuronal circuit, such as gene ex-
pression, behavior and anatomical classification, thereby providing a knowledge base for the
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network exploration.
I employed NeuroDetective to analyze neuronal circuitry of the marine annelid Platynereis.
The relatively simple organization of the Platynereis nervous system at the early developmen-
tal stages despite complex behaviors makes it an attractive system for investigating neuronal
circuitry using electron microscopy. Platynereis cell types share common ancestry with both
vertebrates and invertebrates [43], therefore comparative studies of Platynereis neuronal cir-
cuitry can grant insights to the evolution of neuronal circuitries responsible for certain behav-
iors.
In this project, I focus mainly on the neuronal circuitry downstream of the adult eyes in order to
understand the neuronal processes modulating vision-mediated behavior in Platynereis. Both
the adult and the larval eyes are responsible for phototaxis in Platynereis [71, 12], which is a
crucial behavior for light-mediated vertical distribution, larva dispersal, predatory avoidance
and minimization of exposure to UV radiation [172]. The Platynereis eyes have already been
studied from evolutionary, comparative and molecular perspectives [68, 71, 173, 174]. Arendt
et al. [173] investigated Platynereis larval and adult eyes based on the expression of eye-
specific genes, and located genes shared among the eyes of protostomes. Backfish et al. [68]
molecularly characterized the photoreceptors in Platynereis and revealed rhabdomeric opsins
(r-opsins) orthologous to those in zebrafish. Randel et al. [174] identified novel r-opsins in
Platynereis eyespots and characterized their spatial and temporal expression. Je´kely et al. [71]
studied the role of the larval eyes in Platynereis phototaxis at the early larval stages.
Here, I concentrate on the neuronal basis of Platynereis late larval phototactic behavior. I
applied NeuroDetective to explore the reconstructed neuronal circuitry of the 72 hours post
fertilization (hpf) Platynereis larva in order to understand the flow of the electrochemical activ-
ity within the reconstructed neuronal circuitry and to unveil neuronal mechanisms modulating
Platynereis behavior.
I also developed plugins to analyze behavioral experiments performed to verify hypotheses
originating from the analysis of the reconstructed neuronal circuitry. Furthermore, I created a
web application for interactive exploration of neuronal circuitries requiring only a web browser
with enabled WebGL. I also provided an Android application, which allows the exploration of
neuronal networks offline on mobile devices.
The developed tools enable the analysis of the biological information flow within a nervous
system and improve our understanding of mechanisms of interactions between neuronal units.
This information is crucial for realizing the proper capacities of an organism. Analyzing the
network using the developed software sheds new light on the evolution and development of the
nervous system of Platynereis and its functional capabilities.
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4.2. Methods
4.2.1. Electron microscopy
The 72 hpf Platynereis larvae were prepared and imaged as described in [174]. In short, the
larvae were fixed using high-pressure freezing with free-substitution, epon-embedded and sec-
tioned (about 50 nm). Individual sections were contrasted with uranyl acetate and lead citrate
and stabilized with carbon coating. The prepared sections were scanned on a transmission
electron microscope (TECNAI Spirit) at a pixel size at 3.72 nm. Each section was scanned as
a sequence of overlapping tiles. Electron microscopy was performed by Nadine Randel and
Reza Shahidi.
4.2.2. Neuronal network reconstruction
The transmission electron microscopic images were imported into TrakEM2 [129], a Fiji [101]
plugin that stitches image tiles from an individual layer and aligns layers to each other. TrakEM2
was also used to trace individual cells and to detect synapses. Two approaches were employed
to trace cells: using AreaList, which represents objects as a set of separated areas, or AreaTree,
which represents objects as a branching skeleton (a set of connected nodes). A unique ID was
automatically assigned to each reconstructed object. Image alignment was performed by Na-
dine Randel, segmentation was performed by Nadine Randel, Csaba Veraszto, Luis Bezares
and other members of the Je´kely group.
4.2.3. Neuronal network model
The morphological structures reconstructed in TrakEM2 were exported as surfaces (AreaLists)
or skeletons (AreaTrees) in OBJ format using the Fiji plugin 3D Viewer [175]. The neurons
were imported into Blender using manual and automatic approaches. In Blender, cell bodies
were then approximated with spheres and axons and dendrites with tubes (Figure 4.1 D, E).
In the manual approach, the objects were hand-painted in the 3D view closely following the
original traces. This method was primarily used for the neurons in the AreaList form.
The automatic method was used for the neurons in the AreaTree form. This method involved
parsing OBJ files using the Python API implemented in Blender (Figure 4.2 E). Information on
skeleton nodes and edges contained in an OBJ file was loaded into a graph structure (using a dict
class in Python). The branches were traversed using a depth-first search (DFS) graph traversal
algorithm and terminal branches shorter than a given threshold were eliminated. The remaining
branches were then smoothed and converted into NURBS or Bezier curves in Blender. The cell
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Figure 4.1.: A pipeline for creating a 3D model of a neuronal network.
(A) An individual electron microscopy image segmented in TrakEM2. (B, G) Ciliary band cells seg-
mented in TrakEM2 (B) and modeled in Blender (G). (C, H) Glia cells segmented in TrakEM2 (C)
and imported in Blender (H). (D, I) An individual neuron segmented as AreaList in TrakEM2 (D) and
modeled manually in Blender (I). (E, J) An individual neuron segmented as AreaTree in TrakEM2 (E)
and imported automatically in Blender (J). (F) An individual synapse annotated in TrakEM2 and (K) all
synapses imported automatically in Blender. (L) Final neuronal circuitry model showing all neurons and
synapses of the reconstructed neuronal circuitry in Platynereis. ON, optic neuropile.
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Figure 4.2.: NeuroDetective user interface.
(A, B, C) Panels for highlighting neuronal network elements based on anatomical classification (A),
gene expression (B) or behavior (C). (D) A panel for calculating and visualizing centrality measures for
the elements of a neuronal network. (E) A panel for automatically importing neurons and synapses. (F)
A panel for exploring synaptic connectivity for querying all pre- and postsynaptic sites for a selected
cell (1), highlighting up- or downstream subnetworks (2), displaying all incoming or outgoing synapses
for the selected object (3) or visualizing all synapses between two cells (4) or two anatomical groups
(5).
body was approximated with a sphere placed in the location of the starting node of a skeleton
(Figure 4.1 E, J).
Some complex morphological structures (such as glia or muscles) were imported as surfaces
and smoothed (Figure 4.1 C, H) using the Smooth modifier in Blender with a factor of three in
all dimensions. Other structures (such as cilia or pigment cups) were manually approximated
in Blender with geometrical shapes (Figure 4.1 B, G). All the imported objects were renamed,
but the IDs from the TrakEM2 reconstructions were preserved as a part of the object name to
assist with tracking back to the objects in the TrakEM2 project.
The detected synapses were exported from TrakEM2 in two files: one containing synapse posi-
tions and another containing information on the origin and target objects (pre- and postsynaptic
cells). Synapses were represented in Blender as small spheres in their respective locations
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Figure 4.3.: Schematic importing of synaptic connectivity in a model.
Synapses detected in TrakEM2 (A) are imported as objects to Blender. Each synapse object has Presy-
naptic and Postsynaptic properties, where names of corresponding cell are stored (B). Subsequently,
the Neuron1 is stored in the Presynaptic property of the Neuron2 (C) and the Neuron2 is stored in the
Postsynaptic property of the Neuron1 (D).
(Figure 4.1 F, K). Synaptic connectivity information was stored using ID-properties. Blender
ID-property is assigned to class instances, rather than to an entire class and remains available
after restarting a project:
obj[’Presynaptic’] = ’MNr2 159936|MNr1 159934|MNl2 163184|MNl1 159938’
Two ID-properties were created for each synapse: Presynaptic and Postsynaptic, containing
lists of pre- and postsynaptic sites respectively (Figure 4.3 B). The imported cells were also
extended with Presynaptic and Postsynaptic ID-properties containing respective lists of pre-
and postsynaptic sites for each cell (Figure 4.3 C, D).
4.2.4. NeuroDetective functionality
Visibility property
The software stores and queries anatomical classification, behavior and gene expression in-
formation associated with reconstructed networks. The annotation was implemented using
Blender grouping option, where objects of the same type or associated with the same behavior
or gene were grouped together. Names of the groups denoting behavior start with underscore
” ”, names of the groups denoting expressed genes start with hyphen ”-” and groups denoting
anatomical classification start with any other character.
Blender native classes can be extended with custom properties of any type. Custom property is
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not stored in the project file and needs to be redefined after restarting. Blender class Group was
extended with a custom boolean property Visibility, which was used to implement showing and
hiding groups of objects according to the user input (Figure 4.2 A-C):
BPY.TYPES.GROUP.VISIBILITY = BOOLPROPERTY(NAME=’VISIBILITY’, DEFAULT = TRUE)
An interface for setting visibility property for different groups was implemented using the
Python API. Blender class Panel was extended to create an interface to show/hide the groups
denoting anatomical classification, behavior and gene expression. Each panel contains a list of
checkboxes for the corresponding groups (Figure 4.2 A-C). After user input, properties hide
and hide render are set to false for the objects checked as visible. For the remaining objects
these fields are set to ’true’.
Network queries
Another panel was added to the NeuroDetective interface to query neuronal connectivity in-
formation. To display pre- or postsynaptic sites for a cell of interest, the information from the
aforementioned Postsynaptic and Presynaptic ID-properties was used (Figure 4.2 F, ’Postsy-
naptic’ and ’Presynaptic’ buttons). The cells stored in the respective ID-property of a cell of
interest are highlighted, whereas the remaining cells are hidden.
The software tool also queries for up- or downstream circuitry for a cell of interest (Figure 4.2
F, ’Post.subnetwork’ and ’Pre.subnetwork’ buttons). The neuronal network is considered as a
directed graph, where neurons represent vertices and synapses represent directed edges. The
depth-first search (DFS) graph traversal algorithm is then applied to find all up- or downstream
cells (Algorithm 1). The retrieved cells are highlighted and the remaining cells are hidden.
NeuroDetective can highlight all in- or outgoing synapses for a cell of interest (Figure 4.2 F
Algorithm 1 f indSubnetwork()
require: Connectivity graph G and current node v
return: Subnetwork for the node v
S.push(v)
visited.push(v)
while S is not empty do
u = S.pop()
if u not in visited then
visited.push(u)
subnetwork.push(u)
end if
for all w in G.adjacentNodes(u) do
S.push(w)
end for
end while
return subnetwork
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’Show in.connectors’ and ’Show out.connectors’ buttons). After user input, the synapses are
highlighted, if they belong to the cell of interest. The remaining synapses are hidden.
Highlighting synapses between two selected cells was implemented (Figure 4.2 F ’Show con-
nectors’ button). After user input, synapses are highlighted if they have the first selected object
as a presynaptic site and the second selected object as a postsynaptic site. The remaining
synapses are hidden.
The application can highlight synapses between two groups (Figure 4.2 F ’Show connectors’,
Figure 4.5 D). After specifying presynaptic and postsynaptic groups of cells (Figure 4.2 F
’Pre.group’ and ’Post.group’ respectively) and pressing the button ’Show intergroup connec-
tors’, synapses are highlighted if their presynaptic and postsynaptic cells are in the respective
groups. The remaining synapses are hidden. The selected cell groups are also highlighted.
Network centrality measures
The software tool can measure centrality for each neuron and highlight it using color-coding.
Neuronal network was considered as a directed graph, where the neurons represent vertices
and synapses represent directed edges. In- and out-degree centralities for a graph node were
calculated as follows [176]:
CD(x) = deg(x),
where deg(x) is the number of edges for a node x. All edges directed to the node were con-
sidered for in-degree centrality and all edges directed from the node were considered for out-
degree centrality.
In- and out-closeness centralities were calculated for the nodes in a neuronal circuitry as fol-
lows:
CC(x) = ∑y∈G,y6=x( 1d(x,y)),
where d(x,y) is a length of the path from the node x to the node y for out-closeness centrality
and a length of the path from y to x for in-closeness centrality.
In- and out-eigenvector centralities were calculated as follows:
CE(x) = a∗∑y∈G,y6=x(gx,y ∗CD(y)),
where a is a constant, gx,y is one, if nodes x and y are connected, and zero otherwise, CD(y) is
in- or out-degree centrality of the node y for in- and out-eigenvector centrality respectively.
Color-coding was generated as follows. The logarithm of centrality metric for each neuron was
remapped to the range [0.3,1.0]. The range starting from 0.3 avoided excessively dark colors.
The RGB components of the color were then calculated as follows:
color = [0.6,0.6∗ (1− lc),0.6∗ (1− lc)],
where lc is the remapped logarithm of the centrality metric for a neuron. The resulting colors
range from white (low centrality values) to bright red (high centrality values). Centrality was
calculated using Python embedded in Blender. The Blender class Panel was extended to pro-
vide the interface (Figure 4.2 D).
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Network statistics
NeuroDetective can assess statistical properties of the network elements, such as axon length,
number of synapses or number of connections for a cell. Neuron length is determined as a sum
of distances between the nodes in the longest branch of the skeleton. The number of outgoing
or incoming synapses for a cell is determined as the number of synapses, for which that cell
is specified as a presynaptic or postsynaptic site respectively. The number of pre- and post-
synaptic sites for each cell in the network is defined as the number of unique elements in its
Presynaptic or Postsynaptic ID-property respectively.
4.2.5. Mobile NeuroDetective
Mobile NeuroDetective was developed using the methods similar to those employed for the
Mobile GeneExpressionAtlas (cf. Gene expression atlas for Platynereis dumerilii). The An-
droid Developer Tools (ADT) Bundle was used, which includes Android Software Develop-
ment Kit and a version of Eclipse Integrated Development Environment [106]. libGDX game
development framework [107] was employed to visualize the 3D model on the Android plat-
form. The number of vertices in the Blender model was reduced by applying the Decimate
modifier to each object. Ciliary band cells in the outer circle were also removed to optimize
the model. The Blender model was exported in OBJ format, converted in GD3D format using
the FBX converter [108], and then loaded in Mobile NeuroDetective using libGDX. Mobile
NeuroDetective class diagram is identical to the one described in Gene expression atlas for
Platynereis dumerilii. The application ran successfully on the Samsung Galaxy Note 10.1
tablet and Samsung Galaxy S III Mini.
4.2.6. Online NeuroDetective
The web application Online NeuroDetective was developed using the methods similar to those
employed for the Online GeneExpressionAtlas. HTML and JavaScript [109] programming lan-
guages and the Three.js library [110] were employed. First, the neuronal circuitry model was
optimized for the web application by applying the Decimate modifier to each object. It was
then exported from Blender in .js (javascript) format and then loaded in the application using
the Three.js library, which enabled an interactive 3D visualization. The application was ex-
tended with an option to manipulate the model view using the OrbitControls library in Three.js.
Setting the visibility option for the anatomical groups was implemented (Figure 4.14 B). Ex-
ploring a neuronal network model using Online NeuroDetective requires WebGL library [112]
enabled in a web browser.
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4.2.7. Analysis of eye-ablation experiments
The eyes were ablated on one side of the Platynereis larvae. The ablation was performed on an
Olympus FV1000 confocal microscope equipped with a 351-nm pulsed laser (Teem Photon-
ics). After 1-6h of recovery in seawater, the larvae were placed in a cuvette with seawater for
the phototaxis experiments. The cuvette with the larvae was illuminated from one side. Swim-
ming behavior was recorded using a Zeiss stereomicroscope. Non-ablated larvae from the same
batch were used as a control. Nadine Randel and Ga´spa´r Je´kely performed eye-ablation exper-
iments.
Larval response was characterized by calculating the number of closed loops in the swimming
trajectories throughout the video recording. For that, the background was determined by taking
a median of the corresponding pixels in the video frames. The background was then subtracted
from each frame (Figure 4.4 A, B). The larvae were segmented from the processed video using
the MaxEntropy threshold method in Fiji and subsequently tracked using the MTrack2 [177]
plugin. The number of closed loops was calculated as a number of trajectory intersections.
The loop was counted when the larva crossed a part of its trajectory. The part of the trajectory
that had been involved in a previous loop was not used for detecting the subsequent intersec-
tions to avoid counting false intersections of the overlapping loops. For example, the trajectory
part marked in red in the Figure 4.4 E is not considered for the subsequent loop detection and
its intersection with the blue part of the trajectory is not counted as a loop (Figure 4.4 E). A
threshold for the minimum loop radius was set to eliminate larvae remaining in one position.
The metric was calculated as follows:
PtT = loopCounttra jectoryCount
The algorithm was implemented as a plugin for Fiji [101] using java programming language
[178].
4.2.8. Analysis of light-contrast experiments
Platynereis larvae at 72 hpf were placed in a 6x15x3 mm rectangular glass cuvette filled with
seawater. The cuvette was illuminated with two light sources of different intensity from oppo-
site sides. The brighter light source came from the right side, relative to the camera. Swimming
behavior under different light contrasts was recorded using a Zeiss stereomicroscope. Light-
contrast experiments were performed by Nadine Randel and Ga´spa´r Je´kely.
To characterize the effect of light contrast on Platynereis phototaxis, a custom Fiji plugin was
developed. Phototaxis magnitude was measured as an average displacement of larvae along the
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Figure 4.4.: Analysis of the phototaxis experiments.
(A) An individual frame from a video recording of a phototaxis experiment. (B) A video frame with
the background removed. (C) Calculation of the displacement for an individual trajectory fragment.
(D) Calculation of the direction for an individual trajectory fragment. (E) Counting closed loops in the
individual larva trajectory. Trajectory intersection is considered as a closed loop, overlapping loops are
not counted.
illumination axis. The background was determined by taking a median of the corresponding
pixels in all the video frames and subsequently subtracted from each frame (Figure 4.4 A, B).
The larvae were then segmented using the MaxEntropy threshold method in Fiji and tracked
using the MTrack2 plugin. Each determined trajectory was broken down into fragments of a
minimum length of 4 pixels (∼250 µm), which is comparable to larva size in the video record-
ings. Displacement along the illumination axis was calculated for each trajectory fragment
(Figure 4.4 C). Final phototaxis metric was calculated as:
PtM = dx
+−dx−
dx++dx− ,
where dx+ is the sum of positive displacements along the illumination axis for all larva trajec-
tories and dx− is the sum of negative displacements. Overall dynamics of swimming direction
throughout the experiment was measured as distribution of the fragment directions. Fragment
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direction was calculated as an angle between the trajectory displacement vector and the illumi-
nation axis (Figure 4.4 D).
4.3. Results
In the frame of my PhD project I developed a software tool named NeuroDetective that ana-
lyzes neuronal networks and extracts information from the large volumes of complex electron
microscopy data in an efficient and convenient way. The software largely automatizes the pro-
cess of modeling reconstructed neuronal networks and provides an efficient way to visualize
neuronal morphology and spatial distribution of the elements in a neuronal circuitry. It incorpo-
rates synaptic connectivity information and provides a coherent way to access various aspects
of connectivity information. NeuroDetective extends a model with attributes associated with a
neuronal network and provides this information in the course of network exploration.
NeuroDetective was applied to the reconstructed neuronal circuitry of a 72 hours post-fertilization
(hpf) Platynereis specimen in order to explore the neuronal mechanisms involved in larval pho-
totaxis or larval response to mechanical stimuli. Analyzing connectivity of the reconstructed
network revealed cells, connections and motifs important for the network activity. Behavioral
experiments were then analyzed to verify the hypothetical neuronal mechanisms derived from
the neuronal network exploration. The model was provided for public access via a web appli-
cation, an Android device application and the Blender model file.
4.3.1. NeuroDetective: a software tool for exploring neuronal connectivity
NeuroDetective models the neuronal network elements and represents their morphology in a
simplified manner, thereby compensating for the imperfections in the alignment and providing
a smooth surface representation (Figure 4.1). The model can then be extended with neuronal
connectivity information and annotated with anatomical classification, behavioral and gene ex-
pression information. The software allows conveniently accessing and querying all available
information, thereby providing an extensive tool for the exploration of neuronal circuitry.
Generating a 3D model of a neuronal network
NeuroDetective automates the process of developing a 3D model for a neuronal circuit. It
automatically imports neuron reconstructions in OBJ, a common format for representing 3D
shapes (cf. Neuronal network model, Figure 4.2 E). The algorithm represents the cell bodies
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of reconstructed neurons as spheres and the axons and the dendrites as tubes (Figure 4.1 E,
J). The skeletons of the axons and dendrites are smoothed using an average filter to overcome
imperfections in the alignment of electron microscopy sections. Anatomical structures of a
complex shape can be loaded into a model as surfaces using native Blender functionality or can
be manually approximated with geometric shapes (Figure 4.1 B, C, G, H). In the latter case,
biological structures can be provided in any geometry-definition format supported by Blender
(e.g. OBJ, 3DS and STL).
Connectivity information is crucial for analyzing the flow of electrochemical activity within a
neuronal network and understanding its functionality. Therefore, I extended NeuroDetective
with the option to automatically import, store and query neuronal connectivity information (cf.
Neuronal network model, Figure 4.2 E). The software loads synaptic connectivity information
from text files exported from TrakEM2 and represents individual synapses as spheres in their
corresponding positions in 3D space (Figure 4.1 F, K). Synaptic connectivity is integrated in
the model by annotating each cell with information about its pre- and postsynaptic sites. The
spheres representing synapses are also annotated with information about their pre- and postsy-
naptic sites (cf. Neuronal network model).
Extending a model with additional information
NeuroDetective can be adjusted to a specific project, for example, it can be extended with ad-
ditional information important for the analysis of a particular neuronal network. Each element
of the network model can be annotated with information of a certain type. I implemented an
interface to set the visibility option for the groups in a given classification (Figure 4.2 A-C). For
the purposes of the current project, NeuroDetective was extended with an option to annotate a
model with anatomical classification and information on gene expression and organism behav-
ior. The software is not restricted to these classifications and can be further extended according
to the needs of individual projects.
Exploring neuronal circuitry
Visualizing synapses reveals their position relative to the cell body of a postsynaptic cell, which
can elucidate its role as an excitatory or inhibitory synapse [179]. Therefore, I implemented
an option to highlight synapses for cells of interest. NeuroDetective can query all incoming or
outgoing synapses for a cell of interest (Figure 4.5 A), reveal all synapses between two cells
(Figure 4.5 B) or display all the synapses between two cell groups (Figure 4.5 C, D, cf. Neu-
roDetective functionality).
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To facilitate exploring information flow within complex neuronal networks, NeuroDetective
includes an option to query various aspects of synaptic connectivity (Figure 4.2 E, cf. Neu-
roDetective functionality), such as retrieving pre- and postsynaptic sites directly connected to
a cell of interest (Figure 4.5 E), or highlighting the complete down- and upstream circuitry of a
cell (Figure 4.5 F).
Figure 4.5.: NeuroDetective functionality for exploring synaptic connectivity.
(A) All outgoing synapses (orange) and the postsynaptic motoneurons (red) of a mechanosensory cell
(green, marked with the arrow). (B) Synapses (orange) from the mechanosensory cell (green) to the
motoneuron (red). (C) All synapses (orange) from the mechanosensory cells (green) to the motoneurons
(red). (D) All synapses (orange) from the eye photoreceptors (blue) to the primary interneurons (yellow).
(E) All postsynaptic sites of the eye photoreceptor cell (marked with the arrow). (F) All cells downstream
of the motoneuron (marked with an arrow). Color-code as in Figure 4.9.
Statistical characterization of the neuronal circuitry.
NeuroDetective was extended with tools for statistical analysis of neuronal networks using the
Python API enabled in Blender. The software calculates various statistical properties, such as
distribution of incoming and outgoing synapses and pre- and postsynaptic sites for all cells or
cells in a specific group. It also calculates network centrality for individual neurons and color-
codes them according to the metric. This option maps network centrality in the context of the
neuronal network anatomy.
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Figure 4.6.: Adult eyes and mechanosensory cells in the electron microscopy images.
(A, C) Individual layers from the electron microscopy image stack at the level of the adult eyes (A) and
the mechanosensory cells (C). (B, D) Close-up images of the eye photoreceptors and pigment cells (B)
and a mechanosensory cell (D) (marked with an arrow). Scale bar 20 µm in A and C, 2 µm in B, 1 µm
in D.
4.3.2. Model for Platynereis neuronal network
The neuronal circuitry downstream of the photoreceptor cells (Figure 4.6 A, B, 4.7 A) and
downstream of the mechanosensory cells in the Platynereis apical organ (Figure 4.6 C, D, Fig-
ure 4.7 B) was reconstructed from the electron microscopy images of a 72 hpf Platynereis
specimen. The photoreceptors and the mechanosensory cells exhibit distinctive morphology
and could be visually detected in the electron microscopy images (Figure 4.6). Analyzing these
circuits reveals neuronal mechanisms regulating behavioral response to visual and mechanosen-
sory stimuli in Platynereis. Additionally, ciliary photoreceptors (Figure 4.7 C), larval eye pho-
toreceptors (Figure 4.7 D) and cells expressing myoinhibitory peptide (MIP) (Figure 4.7 E)
were reconstructed.
A 3D model of the reconstructed neuronal circuitry was created in Blender using functionality
provided by NeuroDetective. Using automatic import and hand-drawing (cf. Neuronal network
model), 94 neurons from the reconstructed neuronal network were represented in the 3D model
(Table 4.2 and Figure 4.1 D, E, I, J). Some anatomical parts with a complex shape (such as
muscles and glia) were loaded into the model as surfaces in OBJ format and smoothed (Figure
4.1 C, H). Other anatomical parts (such as cilia or pigment cups) were manually approximated
with geometric shapes (Figure 4.1 B, G). These cells provided anatomical landmarks for neu-
ronal network exploration.
1143 synapses were imported into the model of the reconstructed circuit (Figure 4.1 F, K).
Visualizing synapses revealed anatomical regions with higher information exchange rates be-
tween neurons, which are highly important for network functionality. The spatial distribution
of synapses in the Platynereis visual circuitry outlines primary and secondary optic neuropils,
where most information exchange takes place (Figure 4.1 K). The spatial distribution of the
synapses also provides additional anatomical landmarks.
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4.3.3. Analysis of synaptic connectivity in Platynereis
Information flow in the reconstructed network was analyzed using the tools provided in Neu-
roDetective. The signal from the photoreceptor cells (Figures 4.9 and 4.8) passes via the pri-
mary interneurons (primary IN) to the trans-optic-neuropil interneurons (transoptic IN) (the
interneurons that project into a secondary optic neuropil). The transoptic interneurons connect
to the Schnoerkel interneurons (Schnoerkel IN), which in turn synapse onto motoneurons. Fi-
nally, the motoneurons synapse on the longitudinal trunk muscles. There are other connections
in the network that modulate signal propagation, for example, the dorsal interneurons (dorsal
IN) that project onto the motoneurons.
The apical mechanosensory cells connect directly to the motoneurons from the visual circuitry,
which synapse on the longitudinal trunk muscles (Figures 4.7 B and 4.8). Ciliary photorecep-
tors propagate the signal to the muscles via general interneurons, Schnoerkel interneurons and
motoneurons (Figures 4.7 C and 4.8). The larval eyes show strong connection to the motoneu-
rons, which, as previously mentioned, connect to the muscles (Figures 4.7 D and 4.8).
I analyzed the distribution of the incoming and outgoing synapses for the cells in the neuronal
network. The average number of outgoing synapses per cell is 14.9 with a maximum of 116
synapses for an individual primary interneuron (Figure 4.10 B), whereas the average number of
incoming synapses per cell is 15.6 with a maximum of 64 (an individual motoneuron) (Figure
4.10 B).
There are 13 cells without any presynaptic cells in the reconstructed network, most of which
Figure 4.7.: Elements of Platynereis neuronal circuitry reconstructed from the electron mi-
croscopy images.
(A) The reconstructed visual circuitry (detailed description in Figure 4.9). (B) The circuit downstream
of the mechanosensory cells (green), propagating signal to the motoneurons (red) and subsequently the
muscles (light blue). (C) The circuit downstream of the ciliary photoreceptors, propagating signal to
the ventral interneurons (light green), the Schnoerkel interneurons (green), the motoneurons (red) and
finally the muscles (light blue). (D) The circuit downstream of the larval eyes, propagating signal to the
motoneurons (red) and the muscles (light blue). (E) The cells expressing myoinhibitory peptide (MIP)
(blue) with the reconstructed plexus as an anatomical landmark.
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Figure 4.8.: Connectivity matrices for the anatomical groups.
(A) Number of cell-cell connections between anatomical groups. (B) Number of synapses between cells
from different anatomical groups. IN, interneurons; pht, photoreceptors.
are sensory cells (photoreceptors and mechanosensory cells). There are 15 terminal cells (i.e.
without postsynaptic cells in the reconstructed network), among which there are some interneu-
rons (whose postsynaptic sites might not yet be reconstructed) and muscles.
Next, I analyzed the number of pre- and postsynaptic sites for each cell and for each group.
The average numbers of both pre- and postsynaptic sites for a cell are distributed around 3.6
with typical values in the range of 0 to 10 (Figure 4.10 A, B). On average, the mechanosensory
cells and the larval and adult eye photoreceptors show low numbers of incoming synapses and
high numbers of outgoing synapses (Figure 4.11 A). This is likely due to their sensory role in
the neuronal network.
On average, the primary interneurons exhibit prominently high numbers of pre- and postsynap-
tic sites, which in conjunction with high numbers of incoming and outgoing synapses (Figure
4.11) demonstrates vast and strong connections of these neurons in the circuitry and implies
their importance in the visual circuitry. The ventral interneurons show low numbers of pre- and
postsynaptic sites and incoming and outgoing connections, which suggests a weak influence on
the network functionality (Figure 4.11). The average number of input and output synapses are
similar for most groups of interneurons, which reflects their transmissive role in the network
(Figure 4.11 A). No significant correlation (r=0.22) was determined between the number of
pre- and postsynaptic sites.
I measured the axonal length (cf. NeuroDetective functionality) of the photoreceptor cells,
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Figure 4.9.: Information flow within the visual circuitry in Platynereis larva.
The photoreceptor cells pass the signal via the primary interneurons (primary IN) to the transoptic in-
terneurons (transoptic IN).The latter connect to the Schnoerkel interneurons (Schnoerkel IN), which
in turn synapse onto motoneurons. Finally, the motoneurons provide signal for the longitudinal trunk
muscles. The signal propagation is modulated by the intrinsic interneurons (intrinsic IN) projecting on
the transoptic interneurons and the dorsal interneurons (dorsal IN) projecting on the motoneurons. IN,
interneurons; pht, photoreceptors; pr, posterior right; pl, posterior left; ar, anterior right; al, anterior left.
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Figure 4.10.: Distribution of neurons by the number of connections and synapses.
(A) Distribution of neurons by the number of pre- and postsynaptic connections. (B) Distribution of
neurons by the number of incoming and outgoing synapses.
Figure 4.11.: Distribution of connections and synapses by anatomical groups.
(A) Distribution of the average number of pre- and postsynaptic connections by anatomical groups.
(B) Distribution of the average number of incoming and outgoing synapses by anatomical groups. IN,
interneurons; pht, photoreceptors.
which showed positive correlation with rhabdom volume (r=0.63, p=0.002) [12]. The correla-
tion suggested a more mature stage of development for cells with longer axons. This feature
characterizes the development of the synaptic connectivity in the course of neuron growth [12].
4.3.4. Centrality measure for Platynereis neuronal network
Degree, eigenvector and closeness centralities were measured for the elements of the Platynereis
neuronal circuit (Figure 4.12). In- and out-degree centralities were calculated as the number of
incoming and outgoing synapses respectively. High out-degree centrality was demonstrated by
the sensory cells (the mechanosensory cells and the eye photoreceptors) and by the Schnoerkel
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Figure 4.12.: Centrality measure for Platynereis neuronal network
(A) The complete model of the reconstructed network color-coded according to the anatomical clas-
sification. (B) The eye photoreceptors (blue), the primary interneurons (yellow) and the motoneurons
(red) together with the ciliary band (gray). (C, E) In-degree centrality. (D, F) Out-degree centrality.
(G, I) In-eigenvector centrality. (H, J) Out-eigenvector centrality. (K, M) In-closeness centrality. (L,N)
Out-closeness centrality. (C, D, G, H, K, L) The complete reconstructed network color-coded accord-
ing to a centrality metric. (E, F, I, J, M, N) The eye photoreceptors, the primary interneurons and the
motoneurons color-coded according to a centrality metric.
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interneurons (Figure 4.12 B, D). The in-degree value was rather homogenous for the neuronal
network (Figure 4.12 A, C), with the exception for the primary interneurons, which receive
strong input from the eye photoreceptors, and some motoneurons, which receive strong input
from mechanosensory cells (Figure 4.8).
Eigenvector centrality quantifies the influence of a node in a network and reflects its connect-
edness to high-degree nodes. In-eigenvector centrality was low for the sensory cells, which do
not receive much input from highly connected neurons (Figure 4.12 E, G). The interneurons
(primary, transoptic and Schnoerkel) and the motoneurons receive input from highly connected
neurons and, thus, showed higher level of in-eigenvector centrality. The network elements
largely exhibited high out-eigenvector centrality (Figure 4.12 D, F), which demonstrated high
network connectedness. The motoneurons represented one of the exceptions (Figure 4.12 F),
having most synapses to the muscles that did not synapse to other elements in the reconstructed
network.
Closeness centrality reflects the ability of a node to spread information to other elements in a
network. It is defined as a sum of inverse distances to other nodes. The sensory elements of the
network revealed low in-closeness and high out-closeness centrality (Figure 4.12 H-K), which
showed that they can spread information to many cells, but not many cells can reach them.
Conversely, the motoneurons cannot pass information to many cells, but receive input from
many cells, which was reflected in their high in- and low out-closeness centrality (Figure 4.12
H-K). The interneurons, especially the primary interneurons, exhibited high values for in- and
out-closeness centrality (Figure 4.12 H-K), which suggested their strong influence over other
elements in the network.
4.3.5. Additional information for the Platynereis neuronal network
The generated model of Platynereis neuronal circuitry was extended with the anatomical clas-
sification and the information on behavior and gene expression. The anatomical classification
was established in ref. [12] based on anatomical and physiological properties (Figure 4.2 A),
which resulted in 20 cell types (Table 4.2). Annotating the model with the anatomical classi-
fication [12] allowed the analysis of the spatial distribution of cells of different types. Most
of the cell types exhibited high bilateral symmetry (for example, eye photoreceptors, primary,
transoptic and dorsal interneurons and others). However, several neurons showed asymmetrical
spatial distribution (for example, ventral and intrinsic interneurons).
Information on the expressed genes was obtained from in situ hybridization specimens and
subsequent matching of the obtained signal to the electron microscopy data based on cell mor-
phology and anatomical landmarks. The expression of rhabdomeric opsin1 (r-opsin-1) was
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Cell type Cell count
ciliary band 24
ciliary band nerves 1
ciliary photoreceptors 4
connectors 1143
anterior eye photoreceptors 14
posterior eye photoreceptors 7
glia 3
interneurons 6
dorsal interneurons 4
ventral interneurons 10
intrinsic interneurons 11
primary interneurons 4
Schnoerkel interneurons 6
transoptic interneurons 5
larval eye photoreceptors 4
mechanosensory neurons 2
motoneurons 11
muscles -
pigment cup 4
sensory neurons 2
Table 4.2.: Anatomical classification of the elements in the Platynereis neuronal circuitry.
determined to be in the adult eyes based on in situ hybridization and assigned to the eye pho-
toreceptors in the neuronal circuitry model, based on the specific morphology of these cells
in the electron microscopy images. Similarly, MIP- and RGW- expressing cells were deter-
mined by in situ hybridization and then matched to their corresponding cells in the electron
microscopy images based on morphology and relative position to anatomical landmarks de-
tectable in both light and electron microscopy.
Identification of gene coexpression also allows the assignation of gene expressions to their cor-
responding cells in the neuronal network model. For example, the TRP-CP gene was shown
to coexpress with r-opsin-1 based on light microscopy data (cf. Gene expression atlas for
Platynereis dumerilii), therefore this gene was also assigned to the eye photoreceptors in the
model. Another approach is to register gene expression patterns obtained from in situ hybridiza-
tion and light microscopy to the electron microscopy data using cell nuclei as a reference signal
(cf. Integrating light and electron microscopy datasets). Expression patterns of seven genes
were determined and introduced into the model.
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4.3.6. Mobile and web applications for the Platynereis neuronal network
The model of the reconstructed Platynereis nervous system was provided as web and Android
applications, called NeuroDetective (Figure 4.14) and Mobile NeuroDetective (Figure 4.13) re-
spectively. Both applications can query across anatomical classification (Figure 4.13 C, Figure
4.14 B). The Blender model was optimized by applying the Decimate modifier to each object,
which reduced the number of vertices in the objects without introducing visual artifacts. It sped
up the applications on devices with limited computational resources and improved user experi-
ence. The Three.js library [110] was employed to visualize the 3D model in the web browser
and the libGDX [107] library was used for visualization on Android devices. The applications
efficiently access the neuronal reconstruction data without a need to install Blender and master
its interface. The applications provide a brief overview of the neuronal circuitry, which can be
further explored by downloading the Blender model.
Figure 4.13.: Mobile NeuroDetective.
(A) The main menu screen for selecting the groups of objects for visualization according to the anatom-
ical classification. (B, C) A screen for the interactive 3D visualization of the objects selected in the main
menu. (B) All objects in the model of the reconstructed neuronal network. (C) The eye photorecep-
tors (blue) together with the ciliary band (gray) selected for visualization. (D) A photograph of a tablet
running the mobile NeuroDetective.
4.3.7. Neuronal mechanisms of phototaxis in Platynereis
Defining sensory elements in the visual circuitry
Behavioral experiments were performed to verify whether dorsal eyes and their downstream
neuronal circuit modulate phototaxis in Platynereis. The eyes were ablated on one side of the
Platynereis larvae, which were then placed in a cuvette (cf. Analysis of eye-ablation exper-
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Figure 4.14.: Online NeuroDetective, a web application for exploring the neuronal network.
Screenshots of Online NeuroDetective running in the web browser, which presents an interactive 3D
view of a neuronal circuitry model and a list of anatomical groups that can be selected for visualization.
(A) All objects in the neuronal network model selected for visualization. (C) The eye photoreceptors
(blue) with the ciliary band (gray) selected for visualization.
iments). The cuvette was illuminated from one side and the swimming response was video-
recorded. Control Platynereis larvae were positively or negatively phototactic and followed a
straight trajectory, whereas ablated larvae exhibited a spiral-like swimming path.
I developed a Fiji plugin to automatically characterize swimming behavior in eye-ablated
Platynereis larvae. The metric was based on the number of closed loops performed by swim-
ming larvae. Visual inspection demonstrated that the metric reflected the swimming dynamics
in the video recordings. The video recordings with the larvae following a spiral-like trajectory
showed a 10-fold higher metric than the video-recordings with the larvae following a straighter
trajectory (Figure 4.15 A, B).
The plugin was applied to the video recordings of 8 experiments with control and eye-ablated
larvae. The resulting metric values for ablated larvae were significantly higher than for control
larvae (Figure 4.15 C, p = 0.0003). The plugin demonstrated, that ablation of eye photorecep-
tors on one side changes swimming behavior of the larvae, as they are no longer able to follow
the light vector. These results confirmed that the neuronal circuitry downstream of the adult
eyes modulates phototactic behavior in Platynereis at the early developmental stages and that
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Figure 4.15.: Eye-ablation experiment analysis.
(A) The maximum-intensity projection of the phototaxis-experiment video with control larvae. The
background is removed. The phototaxis measure for the video is 0.278. (B) The maximum-intensity
projection of the phototaxis-experiment video with eye-ablated larvae. The background is removed.
The phototaxis measure for the video is 2.6. (C) Phototaxis metric for eight experiments involving
control and eye-ablated larvae.
the adult eyes on both sides are necessary to generate an accurate behavioral response.
The obtained behavioral information was integrated into the Blender model. This information
can be accessed in the course of exploration of the neuronal circuit via the interface provided
in NeuroDetective.
Information flow in the visual circuitry
Reconstructing the visual circuitry in Platynereis revealed a contralateral reciprocal commu-
nication between the primary interneurons (Figure 4.9), where anterior right and posterior left
interneurons synapse on each other and anterior left and posterior right interneurons synapse
on each other [12]. Furthermore, the synapses lie closer to the cell body of the postsynap-
tic neuron, suggesting an inhibitory nature of the synapses [179]. Such architecture suggests
that Platynereis larvae respond to light contrast rather than to absolute light intensity. If lar-
vae detect light of the same intensity coming from different directions, the cross-wise inhibition
suppresses the signal and hinders its propagation to the muscles. In contrast, if the light coming
from one direction has lower intensity, it can not compensate for the activation on the opposite
side and the signal reaches the muscles, thereby causing body bending and a subsequent trajec-
tory change. To verify this hypothesis, behavioral experiments were performed (cf. Analysis of
light-contrast experiments) where two light sources of different intensities were applied from
the different sides of a cuvette with freely-swimming larvae. Multiple light contrast levels were
applied and the respective behavioral response was recorded.
To facilitate the analysis of the behavioral experiments and increase its scale, I developed a
plugin to measure the effect on the larval swimming behavior of changing contrast levels. The
plugin characterizes phototactic response based on average displacement of the larvae along the
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Figure 4.16.: Light-contrast phototaxis experiment.
(A, B) The distribution of the trajectory fragments by swimming directions in the simulation videos.
The bias values ranged from 0.0 (A) to 2.0 (B). (C) The phototaxis metric for the generated videos
with simulated larvae with the bias values ranging from 0.0 to 2.0. (D) The phototaxis metric for the
experiments with the contrast levels ranging from 0.0 to 1.0 and varying initial light intensity (10%
(purple), 50% (gray) and 100% (blue)).
illumination axis (cf. Analysis of light-contrast experiments). The average displacement was
calculated over trajectory fragments, rather than entire trajectories. Such metric reflects the fact
that larvae can change their swimming direction several times in the course of the experiment.
I evaluated the method on simulated experimental videos, where 50 ovals imitating swimming
larvae were moving around throughout 500 frames. The movement of the artificial ”larvae”
was generated randomly in the range of 5 pixels along x and y direction with a) a bias of zero
pixels towards one side along the X-axis, b) with a bias of 0.3 pixels, c) with a bias of 0.8 pix-
els, d) with a bias of 1 pixel, e) with a bias of 2 pixels (cf. Figure 4.16 C). The results showed
that the metric correlates with the introduced displacement bias and reflects the change in the
swimming dynamics (Pearson r=0.983, p=0.0002).
I also defined the swimming-direction distribution for the trajectories of the simulated ”larvae”,
which exhibited a uniform distribution of angles for the random displacement simulations with
a bias of zero pixels (Figure 4.16 A) and a bell-shape distribution centered around 0 degrees
for other simulations (direction to the right side of the video). The distribution becomes taller
and narrower with the increase of shift bias (Figure 4.16 B).
I applied the developed plugin to the video recordings of the phototaxis experiments and dis-
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covered that the magnitude of phototaxis increased when changing the light contrast from 0 to
1 (Figure 4.16 D). Contrast was measured as Imax−IminImax+Imin , where Imin and Imax are minimum
and maximum light intensities respectively. Changing initial light intensity to 50% or to 10%
of the original intensity value did not alter the pattern of the response to contrast levels in the
tested larvae (Figure 4.16 A). These findings supported the hypothesis derived from the recon-
structions of the electron microscopy data and showed that the larvae respond to light contrast
rather than light intensity.
4.4. Discussion
Recent advances in imaging techniques resolve anatomical structures on the level of single
cells and organelles, which allows the reconstruction of animal neuronal circuitries and subse-
quent exploration of their function. Computational means largely facilitate such analysis: they
provide efficient ways to visualize and navigate through large image datasets, segment and re-
construct anatomical structures and analyze and understand biological processes based on the
reconstructed anatomies. Due to the visual nature of electron microscopy data, image analysis
techniques are especially useful at each step of the data analysis process.
As part of my project, I developed image analysis tools to study neuronal networks and to un-
derstand the relationship between the structure and the function of an animal nervous system. I
created software named NeuroDetective for representing and exploring the architecture of bio-
logical neuronal networks and the information flow within them. I provided a neuronal model
for the public via a web application and an application for Android mobile devices. Further-
more, I developed Fiji plugins to analyze behavioral experiments and verify hypotheses about
the neuronal processes modulating animal behavior.
4.4.1. A tool for visualization and analysis of a neuronal network
Reconstructing neuronal networks from electron microscopy images yields neuronal morphol-
ogy and synaptic connectivity, which are crucial for understanding neuronal network function-
ality. Software applications for network reconstruction often provide direct access to neuron
morphology, for example, via 3D View in TrakEM2 [129], 3D Viewport in Knossos [136] or
Structure Viz in Viking [140]. Some tools also provide the 2D connectivity graph of a recon-
structed neuronal circuitry, for example, via Circuit Viz in Viking or Graph View in Connec-
tomeExplorer [132].
Synaptic connectivity and neuronal morphology can be exported from the reconstruction soft-
ware for subsequent analysis in specialized external tools. The morphology of reconstructed
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anatomical structures can be visualized and explored in 3D visualization software (such as
Blender [164], Maya [163] or Amira [165]). Another option is the Neuromorph plugin set
[180] for Blender, which was designed specifically for visualization and morphometric analysis
of the anatomical structures reconstructed from electron microscopy images. Synaptic connec-
tivity can be exported and subsequently explored in various graph analysis tools (such as Gephi
[166], BiologicalNetworks [181], MatrixExplorer [182], VOSviewer [183], etc). Various ap-
proaches have already been employed for analyzing neuronal connectivity, such as VOSviewer
[124], Gephi [119, 12] and Cytoscape [184, 119] .
Here, I developed a software application, NeuroDetective, which integrates the morphology
and connectivity of network components, thereby combining the advantages of 3D visual-
ization and graph analysis tools. NeuroDetective is not restricted to Platynereis and can be
adapted to the neuronal network of any organism and tailored to specific research questions. I
provided NeuroDetective with convenient instrumentation for storing attributes associated with
a neuronal circuitry and accessing these attributes in a straightforward and non-overwhelming
manner, a crucial point given the complexity of neuronal networks. Integrating functionality
for storing, visualizing and analyzing neuronal network data in a solitary software significantly
facilitates visual exploration of neuronal networks.
Neuronal network model
NeuroDetective provides the functionality to model reconstructed neuronal networks in an au-
tomatic manner and to represent these networks in a simplified form in Blender. The simplified
anatomy omits overwhelming morphological details, allowing the user to focus on the main
structures. It also compensates for imaging artifacts and imperfections in the alignment of
serial section electron microscopy images. Automatically imported structures might require
subsequent curation, for example, in cases where the smoothing function in Blender leads to a
separation of the axon branches. Nevertheless, automatic import is an efficient and less biased
method compared to hand-drawing.
I incorporated tools to handle synaptic connectivity in the software: to import, store and conve-
niently access this information. Depending on the approach, incorporating information on nu-
merous synapses in a model can be a labor-intensive and error-prone task. Automatic synapse
import significantly reduces the required effort and minimizes errors compared to a manual
method.
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Synaptic connectivity exploration
NeuroDetective visualizes the spatial distribution of synaptic connections, which reveals anatom-
ical locations with higher information exchange rates and, thus, higher importance for the net-
work functionality. Identifying such regions can guide future experiments involving laser ab-
lations or electric and chemical stimulation and subsequently monitoring of the propagation of
neuronal activity.
NeuroDetective explores neuronal connectivity of the elements of a neuronal network and high-
lights all incoming or outgoing synapses of an individual cell, thereby unveiling the range of
the cell’s influence. It also visualizes synapses between two cells, which reveals the strength
of the connection between those cells and the importance of that cell-cell communication for
the network activity. NeuroDetective also highlights the pre- and postsynaptic sites of a cell or
focuses on its up- or downstream subnetworks to efficiently explore the information exchange
between sensory, inter- and motorneurons and to extract patterns of interactions associated with
certain biological processes. Accessing neuronal connectivity information in combination with
network anatomy, reveals spatial localization of the information flow within a network relative
to anatomical structures.
NeuroDetective extensively studies neuronal circuitry by estimating its statistical properties or
by representing network centrality in the context of the neuronal anatomy. Such analysis is cru-
cial for determining influential network elements, strongest connections and information flow
critical for biological processes.
4.4.2. Software for visual data analytics
The large scale and extreme complexity of neuronal networks represent a challenge for data
analysis and information extraction. Human expert involvement is often necessary to solve this
problem. Visual data analytics is a discipline concerned with representing data in a way that
enables a human to interact with it, generate hypotheses and draw conclusions [185, 186]. The
generated hypotheses can be verified, if necessary, by automatic techniques, experiments or
further visual exploration. This approach proves to be effective in extracting essential patterns
from large amounts of multidimensional data. Visual data analytics usually follows the path
of: ”Overview first, zoom and filter, then details on demand”, which is known as a visual in-
formation seeking mantra [187]. The idea is that an expert first receives a general overview
of data and then focuses on a subset of interest, for which additional details can be provided.
NeuroDetective provides functionality for visual data analysis following the proposed mantra.
Overview. NeuroDetective provides a simplified representation of the reconstructed neuronal
network. Color-coding by anatomical classification provides the distribution of different classes
of the elements in the network. Color-coding by network centrality measure displays informa-
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tion flow through all network elements.
Zoom and filter. The software can focus on individual cells or groups of cells categorized by
behavior, gene expression and anatomy.
Details on demand. Connectivity, graph centrality and statistical information can be explored
for the cells or groups of interest.
Following the guidelines for the visual analytics, NeuroDetective represents a convenient tool
for visual network exploration.
4.4.3. Knowledge base of Platynereis nervous system
NeuroDetective was applied to study the neuronal circuitry in a 72 hpf Platynereis specimen.
The reconstructed neuronal networks downstream of the eye photoreceptors and other sen-
sory cells of interest were modeled and subjected to analysis using the software tool. The
Platynereis neuronal model was extended with anatomical classification, behavior and gene
expression, which proved to be useful for the network analysis on the group level.
Accessing network elements according to anatomical classification allowed for a focus on spe-
cific cell types and the investigation of the patterns of spatial distribution and relative cell po-
sitions, which elucidated novel aspects of the network functionality. NeuroDetective explores
synaptic connectivity within and between anatomical groups, discovers connectivity patterns
and unravels the information flow on the level of groups (Figure 4.11). For example, the sen-
sory cells (the eye photoreceptors, the ciliary photoreceptors and the mechanosensory cells)
showed no or relatively few presynaptic sites and incoming synapses, which suggested rel-
atively low modulation of sensory organs and stimulus sensation. The primary interneurons
were highly connected with many synaptic sites, which suggested an important role for the
network functionality. In contrast, low connectivity of the ventral interneurons suggested their
modest role in the network activity. Equivalent input and output levels for most interneuron
types reflect their transmissive role in the network.
Storing and querying gene expression information allowed for the investigation of molecular
aspects of biological processes in Platynereis larvae, which in conjunction with the neuronal
architecture provides an extensive picture of the neuronal circuitry functionality. Several meth-
ods were used to obtain gene expression information for the neuronal network model, such
as those based on cell morphology, anatomical landmarks, spatial gene colocalization or im-
age registration. Method accuracy largely depends on the specificity of the gene expression
and its anatomical localization. One method that enables mapping of gene expression onto
a neuronal network more accurately is the combination of electron microscopy sections and
gold-immunolabelling. However, this method is limited to a set of genes compatible with the
immunochemistry procedure. Immunolabelling of the electron microscopy sections is an on-
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going work in Platynereis, which will extend the current model with further gene expression
information.
The Platynereis neuronal circuitry model was annotated with behavioral information obtained
from behavioral experiments or based on knowledge of specific cell types and their respective
functionality (such as the photoreceptors involved in phototaxis). The Platynereis nervous sys-
tem is far from being fully understood, therefore sparse behavioral annotation will be further
extended with subsequent behavioral studies. Annotation of the Platynereis neuronal circuitry
model incorporates the available data associated with the neuronal network within the single
software tool, thereby founding a knowledge base for the Platynereis nervous system.
4.4.4. Understanding neuronal circuitry function
The Fiji plugins developed for analyzing behavioral experiments helped to verify hypotheses
on network functionality derived from the reconstruction of the Platynereis nervous system. A
custom plugin was used to analyze behavioral experiments on Platynereis phototaxis and to un-
derstand the role of the eye photoreceptors in this activity. The plugin automatically analyzed
experimental data in an unbiased manner and showed that both adult eyes play crucial role in
the light-response behavior of late Platynereis larvae.
Another plugin was successfully applied to the experimental data to verify the hypothesis de-
rived from the electron microscopy data about the information flow within the Platynereis neu-
ronal circuitry. Contralateral communication between the primary interneurons suggested that
the input signals from the opposite sides of the animal are mutually suppressed, thereby en-
abling larvae to react to light contrast rather than to light intensity. Analyzing the behavioral
experiments showed that the Platynereis larvae indeed responded to light contrast and therefore
supported the hypothesis derived from the neuronal network reconstruction.
The image analysis tools provided here proved to be useful in analyzing behavioral experiments
and facilitated our understanding of experimental results, thereby helping to establish the link
between the structure and the function of the reconstructed nervous system in Platynereis.
4.4.5. Platynereis neuronal circuitry for mobile and online exploration
Online NeuroDetective is a web application that was developed for the interactive exploration
of the Platynereis neuronal circuitry. The advantage of Online NeuroDetective is that it does not
require one to install or master any 3D graphics software. The application for Android mobile
devices, Mobile NeuroDetective, was also developed to provide a straightforward overview
of the Platynereis neuronal circuitry model. Importantly, this application does not require an
Internet connection and allows the access and interactive exploration of the neuronal circuitry
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model offline. Being installed on a mobile device, Mobile NeuroDetective is always available
and can be conveniently used during poster presentations or spontaneous scientific discussions.
4.4.6. Synaptic connectivity in other species
The reconstructed neuronal network of Platynereis was explored using statistical tools pro-
vided in NeuroDetective and was compared to nervous system reconstructions of other model
organisms. The model of the neuronal circuit in Platynereis has 1143 synapses and 94 neurons
categorized into 20 classes. The Caenorhabditis elegans (C.elegans) nervous system com-
prises 6393 chemical synapses, 890 gap junctions and 279 neurons divided into 118 classes
[117, 120]. A project realized by Takemura et al. [124], who reconstructed part of the
Drosophila brain, contains 8637 synapses and 379 cells falling into 59 classes. Similar to
Takemura et al., the Platynereis project focuses on certain aspects of the animal’s nervous sys-
tem, thereby concentrating on neuronal mechanisms involved in a particular biological activity.
However, the current project is executed on a smaller specimen, taking advantage of the rela-
tively simple organization of the nervous system of the Platynereis larva in conjunction with
the complex behavior.
The C.elegans nervous system is more densely connected than the reconstructed Platynereis
circuitry: there are 7.86 pre- and postsynaptic sites per neuron on average in C.elegans [120]
and 3.6 in Platynereis. However, Platynereis shows slightly stronger connections with 3.82
chemical synapses per connection in Platynereis and 2.91 in C.elegans [120].
Similar to the reconstructions of the C.elegans nervous system and rat visual cortex [126], the
Platynereis specimen exhibited a large number of weakly connected neurons and few densely
connected neurons. This distribution pattern is common for many different types of networks,
for instance, in social interactions [188], co-authorship networks [188] or RNA interaction net-
works [189].
No significant correlation of the number of pre- and postsynaptic sites for the Platynereis cir-
cuitry was found (0.22), in contrast to the correlation of 0.71 (p=0.00) in C.elegans [120]. This
suggested low interference between input and output strength for the neurons in the Platynereis
larval nervous system.
4.4.7. Future perspectives
Understanding general patterns in neuronal connectivity
The relatively simple organization of the Platynereis nervous system and its low number of
neurons allow investigation of the neuronal network patterns and motifs. Neuronal network
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modules can re-occur with high probability in other species, due to the ancestral nature of cell
types in Platynereis dumerilii [43]. Thus, understanding the relatively simple neuronal cir-
cuitry in Platynereis can facilitate our understanding of more complex neuronal networks in
other species. Neuronal connectivity patterns in Platynereis can also be compared to those in
other organisms and thereby facilitate the study of neuronal network pattern and motif evolu-
tion.
The genetic basis of nervous system development can be studied by exploring and comparing
the neuronal networks of normal and genetically manipulated individuals. Such studies would
be significantly facilitated using NeuroDetective, which provides an efficient platform for in-
vestigating neuronal networks.
Bio-inspired technologies
Understanding the entire Platynereis nervous system will further extend the generated model,
which would enable simulation of the neuronal circuitry and prediction of the response to a
given external stimulus. Such a model could be used to replicate larval behavior in natural
habitats and investigate behavioral responses to change in various environmental parameters,
such as temperature or pH value. Since Platynereis larvae are a part of marine plankton, such
simulations can be valuable for ecological studies.
Comprehending the neuronal processes in Platynereis can also be beneficial for developing bio-
inspired systems, such as that developed by Schmuker et al. [190], who were inspired by the
insect olfactory system and implemented a software-hardware system solving a classification
task based on this system.
The existing bio-inspired systems can also be improved, for instance, the Breitenberg vehicle, a
hardware system able to react to a light stimulus [191]. The vehicle is equipped with two light
sensors directly connected to motors, thereby representing a simple sensorimotor system able
to interact with an environment and react to a stimulus. Depending on the connection pattern,
the vehicle demonstrates different behaviors (for example, approaching or avoiding the light
source). Employing mechanisms of stimulus response in Platynereis, the Breitenberg vehicle
can be extended with additional units, such as ”primary interneurons”, to be able to respond to
a stimulus in a more complex manner.
4.4.8. Conclusion
NeuroDetective was developed to to enable the interactive exploration of complex neuronal
circuitries and analysis of their statistical and network properties. NeuroDetective was applied
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to study the flow of electrochemical activity in the neuronal circuitry of a 72 hpf Platynereis
specimen and to unveil neuronal mechanisms modulating its behavior. This neuronal circuit
was annotated with anatomical classification and behavioral and gene expression information,
thereby providing a knowledge base for Platynereis comprising comprehensive information
associated with the neuronal network. NeuroDetective proved to be suitable for analyzing
biological information flow within a neuronal network and for discovering mechanisms of in-
teractions between neuronal units crucial for realizing the biological activities of an organism.
Analyzing the Platynereis neuronal network in NeuroDetective shed new light on the evolu-
tion and development of the nervous system and its behavioral capacities. Neuronal network
analysis revealed crucial principles of biological information processing, which can potentially
guide further experimental manipulation or inspire the development of more efficient artificial
intelligence architectures.
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5.1. Introduction
Connectomics is one of the active fields in neuroscience that aims at assembly and functional
study of large neuronal circuits within the nervous system of an organism [124, 127, 192]. Elec-
tron microscopy (EM) is the technique widely used in connectomics to resolve neuronal struc-
tures and their interconnections. The challenge in understanding brain function is the flexibility
of neuronal circuits, in other words, the same neuronal circuit can be responsible for multiple
functions [192]. Switching between neuronal circuitry activities is modulated by hormones,
neurotransmitters or peptides. Localizing these modulators relative to the neuronal circuitry
architecture can elucidate the mechanisms of switching between different activities and reveal
the functional repertoire of a neuronal circuitry. Staining techniques (e.g. immunochemistry or
in situ hybridization) combined with imaging methods are widely used to localize biomolecules
within an organism. Peptidergic modulators can be localized using specific antibody markers,
whereas modulating hormones, or their activity sites, can be localized by determining their re-
ceptors and using molecular markers for those receptors.
Light microscopy (LM) is used to localize the signal of biomolecule markers, however, the
resolution of this modality is limited to the light wavelength, which hinders the resolution of
fine details. In contrast, the EM modality resolves subcellular structures; therefore it was natu-
ral to combine both modalities to solve the problem: correlative light and electron microscopy
(CLEM) incorporated the advantages of the LM and EM modalities by matching molecular
marker signal from LM to the morphological details obtained from EM. CLEM has often been
employed to investigate intracellular processes, such as Golgi-to-membrane transport [193],
RNA translocation [194], chromosome dynamics [195, 196] or virus replication in a host cell
[197]. The major challenge in CLEM is to align images acquired from two modalities. Adding
landmarks detectable by both LM and EM to a specimen facilitates signal matching. A find
grid [198], sometimes coated with gold or carbon [199], engraving embedment substrate [200]
or laser carving [201] can provide landmarks for alignment.
Due to the difference in specimen preparation for LM versus EM imaging and consequent
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heterogeneous tissue deformations, whole organisms represent a more challenging task for
CLEM. Despite this, CLEM has been successfully applied to understand whole-body pro-
cesses in such organisms as zebrafish [202], Caenorhabditis elegans [203] and Drosophila
melanogaster [204]. CLEM can start with obtaining in vivo signal using LM modality (for
instance, employing genetically encoded markers), followed by the preparation of a specimen
and imaging using the EM modality [202]. It has also been shown that auto-fluorescent signal
can be preserved after processing for EM in some species [205], thus, CLEM can start with
preparing a specimen and then imaging it using both LM and EM modalities.
Another technique to obtain active sites for biomolecules in the context of anatomical ultra-
structures is immunocytochemistry on EM sections [206]. Gold particles coupled to antibodies
are widely used as efficient markers, as they are electron dense and consequently detectable in
EM images [207, 208, 209]. Another advantage of gold particles is that they can be produced
in different sizes and can therefore be used with various antibody markers in order to detect
several different biomolecules on the same section. The success of immunocytochemistry on
EM sections depends on the specificity, avidity and robustness of the markers. Gold immunos-
taining has been successfully applied to rat hippocampus [210], mouse and rat brains [201].
An alternative approach to bring together LM and EM modalities is to use image registration.
Image registration on the differently prepared and, thus, differently deformed specimens is chal-
lenging. No universal automatic solution to this problem has been discovered so far. Cardona
et al. [211] proposed an approach based on user-defined landmarks and extended TrakEM2
with 3D non-linear registration of EM and LM image stacks based on specified landmarks.
Here, I propose a method to correlate signals obtained from LM and EM imaging modalities
based on automatic image registration. The method was applied to Platynereis dumerilii, which
exhibits stereotypic development in its early developmental stages and is therefore amenable
to image registration. However, distinct preparation procedures for EM versus LM imaging
resulted in drastic morphological differences in the prepared specimens. The presented method
largely overcomes the differences and therefore enables the exploration of neuronal circuits in
conjunction with molecular modulators and the investigation of the function repertoire of the
neuronal circuitry of interest.
5.2. Methods
5.2.1. Image set from electron microscopy
Electron microscopy (EM) was performed as described in [12]. The obtained images were im-
ported into TrakEM2 [129], where image tiles from a single layer were stitched and the stitched
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layers were aligned into a stack. The images were then exported from TrakEM2 using the Ex-
port flat images option with the scale of 0.05 (Figure 5.2). All subsequent image-processing
operations were performed in Fiji [101]. The median filter in z-direction was applied to the
exported images in order to remove imaging artifacts in individual layers. The white edges
resulting from the epon embedding were removed with an automatic algorithm implemented
in Fiji using the ParticleAnalyzer plugin. For visualization purposes, the image intensity was
inverted to match the intensity of the light microscopy (LM) template. The images were scaled
down in three directions by a factor of 3 using Gaussian filter with sigma 2.5 and again by
a factor of 3 in the Z-direction. After rescaling, Gaussian filter was again applied to ensure
smooth intensities in the stack.
5.2.2. Registration of the light and electron microscopy images
Landmark detection The processed EM image stack was further adjusted to prepare for
registration. Every third layer within the first 100 layers (starting from the apical part) was
removed to better match LM and EM datasets. The following 70 layers (from 101 to 170) of
the stack remained intact (Figure 5.1 A). The lipid drops (Figure 5.1 B) present in the layers
starting from 171 to the end were roughly segmented out (Figure 5.1 C).
Figure 5.1.: Adjusting electron microscopy stack for registration.
(A) A sample layer from the electron microscopy stack on the level of plexus. (B) A sample layer from
the electron microscopy stack containing lipid drops. (C) A sample layer from (B) roughly segmented.
Scale bar 20 µm.
Image set from light microscopy The DAPI-based average template, which was used for
generating the gene expression atlas (cf. Gene expression atlas for Platynereis dumerilii), was
oriented apically. The layers starting from the level roughly corresponding to the last image of
the EM stack (below the ciliary band) were removed. The gene expression patterns, registered
to the DAPI-based template as described in Gene expression atlas for Platynereis dumerilii,
were oriented apically and cut at the same level as the template.
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Image registration The registration procedure was similar to that described in the Chap-
ter ”Gene expression atlas for Platynereis dumerilii”. Affine and deformable registration was
applied to register the modified LM template to the modified EM image stack using the ITK
toolkit. The registration was performed once and the obtained transformation was reapplied to
the gene expression patterns from the LM dataset.
5.3. Results
Applying different imaging modalities to a specimen of interest reveals different aspects of bi-
ological processes occurring in that specimen. In situ hybridization combined with the light
microscopy (LM) imaging localizes gene expression patterns, thereby revealing functional in-
formation for a labeled region. In contrast, electron microscopy (EM) imaging unravels detailed
morphology of individual neurons and localizes the synaptic connections between neurons,
thereby providing the structure and connectivity of neuronal circuits. Combined, gene local-
ization and nervous system architecture provide extensive information for understanding the
processes in a nervous system modulating specific biological activities. It is therefore impor-
tant to localize gene expression patterns in the context of detailed anatomical structures. Here,
I present a procedure to localize gene expression patterns obtained using LM imaging in the
context of the neuronal anatomy reconstructed from the EM images. The method was applied
to Platynereis larvae at 72 hours post-fertilization (hpf).
5.3.1. Modification of the electron microscopy stack
First, I prepared the LM and EM image sets of Platynereis dumerilii for registration (cf. Meth-
ods). The EM image stack resembles a 72 hpf specimen scanned using EM. The images were
imported into TrakEM2, where they were stitched and aligned, and subsequently exported as
an image stack (Figure 5.2). The exported stack was rescaled, processed using median and
Gaussian filters and segmented in order to obtain the size and appearance similar to the LM
template. The LM dataset consisted of the average DAPI-template previously used for generat-
ing the gene expression atlas (cf. Gene expression atlas for Platynereis dumerilii). The template
was oriented apically and the layers below the ciliary band were removed. The average gene
expression patterns registered to the LM template (cf. Gene expression atlas for Platynereis
dumerilii) were subjected to the identical procedure.
An attempt to register the LM template directly to the EM stack did not result in an appro-
priate alignment: though the boundaries of the registered larval bodies were aligned, internal
anatomical structures, such as mouth or apical neural plexus, were largely mismatched. This
was due to the prominent differences in the tissue deformations caused by the preparation pro-
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Figure 5.2.: The pipeline for preparing electron microscopy images for registration.
The images were first exported from the TrakEM2 project as a set of ’flat images’. The median filter in z
direction was applied. The white borders from the epon embedding were automatically removed. Image
intensities were inverted to match the intensities of the light microscopy template. The image stack was
scaled down in three directions.
cedures. Visual inspection of the registration results revealed that the lipid droplets in the EM
stack (absent in the LM template) and the disproportional deformation of the tissues were likely
responsible for the misalignment (Figure 5.3).
To solve this problem, I further modified the EM stack to maximize similarity between the
datasets. Each third layer in the apical part of the EM stack (layers 1-100) was removed to ob-
tain proportions similar to that of the LM stack (Figure 5.1 2 A). To eliminate the lipid droplets,
I roughly segmented the layers manually using TrakEM2 (Figure 5.1 B, C). Segmentation was
iteratively adjusted so that the tissue surrounding mouth did not distort drastically during the
registration.
Figure 5.3.: Preliminary registration of the light microscopy template to the electron mi-
croscopy stack.
(A) A layer from the electron microscopy stack. (B) A layer from the light microscopy template regis-
tered to the electron microscopy stack. (C) A layer from the overlaid electron microscopy stack and the
registered light microscopy template. Scale bar 20 µm.
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Figure 5.4.: Registration of the light microscopy template to the adjusted electron microscopy
stack.
(A, D) Individual layers from the adjusted electron microscopy stack at the level of the mouth (A) and
the apical neural plexus (B). (B, E) Individual layers from the registered light microscopy template at
the level of the mouth (B) and the apical neural plexus (E). (C, F) Individual layers from the overlaid
electron and light microscopy stacks at the level of the mouth (C) and the apical neural plexus (F). Scale
bar 20 µm.
5.3.2. Light microscopy signals mapped to the electron microscopy stack
To align the LM template to the EM stack, I employed the image registration procedure de-
scribed in ”Gene expression atlas for Platynereis dumerilii”. Visual inspection demonstrated
satisfying registration results: internal structures were closely matched, the body boundaries
revealed appropriate alignment and no unnatural distortions were detected (Figure 5.4).
The registration yielded the transformation that projects information from the space of the
LM template to the space of the EM stack. The transform was applied to the gene expression
patterns from the LM dataset. First, I applied the transformation to the tubulin staining, which
labels neuronal processes and cilia in the Platynereis larva (Figure 5.5 A). Visual inspection of
the results revealed close matching of internal structures in the LM and EM datasets (Figure
5.5).
Next, I applied the transformation to the Tinman gene expression pattern (Figure 5.6). From
the in situ hybridization experiment, it is known that Tinman is expressed in the region around
the mouth in Platynereis larvae (Figure 5.6 D). Tinman expression pattern registered to the EM
space was also located around the mouth in the EM stack (Figure 5.6 E).
Registration should bring all corresponding anatomical structures together, therefore the accu-
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Figure 5.5.: The tubulin signal registered to the electron microscopy stack.
(A) The registered tubulin staining, an individual layer is shown. (B) The registered light microscopy
template, an individual layer is shown. (C) A layer from the electron microscopy stack. (D) The overlaid
tubulin staining and the light microscopy template, an individual layer is shown. (E) The overlaid tubulin
staining and the electron microscopy stack, an individual layer is shown. Scale bar 20 µm.
racy of the method can also be quantified based on the positions of the corresponding anatom-
ical structures after registration. Ciliary photoreceptors were selected as anatomical structures
for evaluation, since they can be detected in the LM dataset based on tubulin staining (Figure
5.7 A, D) and the EM dataset based on their distinctive morphology (Figure 5.8 A, B). The
ciliary photoreceptors were segmented from the registered tubulin staining in the LM and EM
datasets and their positions were compared. The distance was 2.05 µm between the centers of
the corresponding ciliary photoreceptors on the left side and 0.46 µm for the ciliary photore-
ceptors on the right side (Figure 5.7).
I also quantified the quality of the registration using the Platynereis adult eyes as landmarks.
The adult eyes resemble a group of cells where rhabdomeric opsin-1 (r-opsin-1) is expressed,
therefore they can be localized based on the r-opsin-1 expression pattern in the LM dataset
(Figure 5.9 B, E) and based on morphological landmarks in the EM dataset (Figure 5.8 C, D).
The registration transform was applied to the r-opsin-1 expression pattern from the LM dataset.
The centers of mass for the r-opsin-1-expressing cells were compared to the centers of mass of
Figure 5.6.: Tinman gene expression pattern registered to the electron microscopy stack.
(A) A layer from the registered stack containing Tinman expression pattern. (B) A layer from the reg-
istered light microscopy template. (C) A layer from the electron microscopy stack. (D) A layer from
the overlaid registered Tinman stack and the registered light microscopy template. (E) A layer from the
overlaid registered Tinman stack and the electron microscopy stack. Scale bar 20 µm.
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Figure 5.7.: Distance between ciliary photoreceptors defined in the electron and registered light
microscopy stacks.
(A, D) The ciliary photoreceptors (indicated with arrows) defined in the tubulin staining registered to
the electron microscopy stack. Apical (A) and ventral (D) views are shown. (B, E) The ciliary pho-
toreceptors defined in the electron microscopy stack based on cell anatomy. Apical (B) and ventral (E)
views are shown. (C, F) The overlaid tubulin signal and segmented ciliary photoreceptors. Apical (C)
and ventral (F) views are shown. Scale bar 30 µm. prc, photoreceptor cells.
Figure 5.8.: The ciliary and visual photoreceptors defined in the electron microscopy images.
(A) An individual electron microscopy section with a ciliary photoreceptor shown. (B) A close-up of a
ciliary photoreceptor in the electron microscopy image. (C) An individual electron microscopy section
with a visual photoreceptor shown. (B) A close-up of a visual photoreceptor in the electron microscopy
image. Scale bar 20 µm in A and C, 2 µm in B and D.
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the visual photoreceptors segmented from the EM stack. The distance was 11 µm between the
rhabdomeric photoreceptors on the left side and 33 µm for the rhabdomeric photoreceptors on
the right side (Figure 5.9).
Figure 5.9.: Distance between the visual photoreceptors in the electron and light microscopy
stacks.
(A, D) The rhabdomeric photoreceptors defined in the electron microscopy stack based on cell anatomy.
Apical (A) and ventral (D) views are shown. (B, E) The r-opsin-1 expression pattern defining rhab-
domeric photoreceptors. Apical (B) and ventral (E) views are shown. The overlaid the r-opsin-1 expres-
sion pattern and the rhabdomeric photoreceptors segmented in the electron microscopy stack. Apical
(C) and ventral (F) views are shown. Scale bar 20 µm.
5.4. Discussion
I presented an intensity-based registration method for correlating signals from two imaging
modalities: light and electron microscopy. The method was applied to Platynereis dumerilii
larvae at 72 hours post-fertilization (hpf). The registration results demonstrated a close match
of the internal structures detectable in both image sets.
Due to the differences in specimen preparation for the light versus electron microscopy imag-
ing, registration represents a challenging task. Since the most prominent signal for registration
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was provided by the apical nuclei, the apical neural plexus and the mouth, those regions yielded
the most accurate results. In contrast, structures located further from the main landmarks dis-
play poorer results, which explains the rather large distance between the registered and seg-
mented photoreceptors. However even poor results can provide valuable assistance in defining
corresponding regions in the LM and EM datasets, as it suggests a group of candidate cells,
which can be subsequently resolved based on neuronal morphology, anatomical landmarks or
specific cell features.
Previously, the problem of correlating signal from LM and EM has been approached using
various technical and computational techniques. A technical solution has been provided by
correlative light electron microscopy (CLEM), which images fluorescently tagged proteins us-
ing LM and visualizes internal structures via EM. However, CLEM is restricted when applied
to whole organisms, since the morphology of a specimen prepared for imaging using LM can
differ considerably from a specimen prepared for EM. The image registration method presented
here aims to align the images of whole organisms by compensating for differences in tissue de-
formation using affine and deformable registration.
Another technical solution to match LM and EM signals was achieved via immunolabeling of
the EM sections. As light microscopy imaging can be performed on the thin sections prepared
for EM imaging, tissue deformation is not a limitation for this technique. Nevertheless, im-
munolabeling of the EM sections is restricted in terms of the robustness and the specificity of
the antibody markers applied to EM sections. The antibody markers designated for an LM-
prepared specimen might not be as effective on EM sections. In contrast, the image registration
method presented here is applicable to all markers available from the LM dataset.
Cardona et al. [211] proposed a computational approach for matching EM and LM datasets
and provided a plugin for registering image stacks based on user-specified landmarks. How-
ever, registration approaches based on manually defined landmarks often miss the rich infor-
mation provided by image intensities. At the same time, highly distorted and dissimilar tissues
would require numerous landmarks in this approach. In contrast, the intensity-based registra-
tion method employs information provided by image intensities and reduces the requirement
for manual input for registering LM and EM datasets.
The presented method integrates nervous system architecture and biomolecular marker sig-
nals and consequently allows the investigation of gene functionality in the context of neuronal
anatomy or understanding neuronal networks equipped with knowledge of their molecular
modulators. The method facilitates exploring regulatory mechanisms responsible for alter-
nating activities of an individual neuronal circuitry and provides a comprehensive picture of
biological processes that modulate animal behavior.
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In the course of the current project I developed a platform for analyzing animal behavior and
understanding the genetic and nervous system mechanisms modulating this behavior. I em-
ployed various image analysis, machine learning and computer graphics techniques for the
purposes of the project.
First, I employed image preprocessing, segmentation and tracking to quantify Platynereis lo-
comotion and subsequently study mechanisms of phototaxis and the role of adult eyes in this
activity. Later, I explored the effect of individual neuropeptides on Platynereis locomotion
using image preprocessing (segmentation and tracking) and machine learning (Bayesian clas-
sification) techniques. The later project aimed at classifying and characterizing swimming and
crawling behaviors in Platynereis.
Image registration was a key technique for generating the gene expression atlas for Platynereis
dumerilii. Gene expression atlases overcome the restrictions of labeling and imaging tech-
niques limited in the number of channels and thus, genes. The Platynereis gene expression
atlas enabled the exploration of the expression patterns of genes involved in larval locomotion,
settlement and visual stimulus transduction.
Computer graphics and graph theory provided the basis for the development of NeuroDetective,
a tool for exploring the mechanisms of animal nervous systems. NeuroDetective models the
reconstructed neuronal circuitry of Platynereis and provides extensive tools for the analysis of
various aspects of neuronal architecture and connectivity. Use of NeuroDetective gave insight
into the biological information flow within the reconstructed neuronal circuitry involved in the
response behavior to visual and mechanical stimulus. Additionally, NeuroDetective facilitated
the identification of cells and connections important for neuronal circuitry functionality.
Image processing and image registration allowed the combination of gene expression informa-
tion with the reconstructed neuronal architecture. This advance enabled the study of Platynereis
neuronal networks in conjunction with their molecular modifiers or the exploration of gene
functionality in the context of fine anatomical structures.
The libraries for visualizing 3D models on Android devices and in Web-applications enabled
sharing of the Platynereis gene expression atlas and the reconstructed neuronal circuitry with
the community, which allowed accessible and straightforward exploration of the obtained data.
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Figure 6.1.: Pubmed statistics of publications concerning bioimage analysis.
The increase in the number of publications over time grouped in periods of 5 year. The search ex-
pression used was ”biology[MeSH Terms] AND ((computer assisted image analysis[MeSH Terms]) OR
(computer assisted image processing[MeSH Terms]))”.
Bioimage informatics
The available imaging techniques unravel mechanisms modulating biological micro-processes
on the level of organisms, cells or subcellular structures. Advances in imaging techniques in
recent years in terms of resolution, variety of signals captured, scanning time and other aspects,
allow the obtainment of large volumes of images which can be used to extensively explore bio-
logical processes. Computational image analysis techniques significantly facilitate information
extraction, which can be challenging due to the amount and complexity of images. Bioimage
analysis became a topic for the annual meeting (Bioimage informatics Annual meeting [212]),
a devoted Nature Methods issue [213] and numerous publications in such journals as Bioinfor-
matics [214] and BMC Bioinformatics [215], where specialized sections devoted to bioimage
analysis were introduced. The number of research projects involving bioimage analysis grows
steadily (Figure 6.1). Analysis of biological images grew into a separate field called Bioimage
informatics [216, 217], which deals with particular tasks [218], such as:
• guiding image acquisition,
• optimizing image representation and storage,
• overcoming limitations of labeling and imaging techniques,
• extracting meaningful information from microscopic images,
• comprehensively visualizing results
The tools developed in the course of this project deal with the above-mentioned tasks. The gen-
erated gene expression atlas for Platynereis overcomes the limitations of labeling and imaging
techniques by combining multiple gene expression patterns from individual specimens. The
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gene atlas facilitates understanding of the obtained gene expression data, by depicting the rel-
ative spatial distribution of multiple gene expression patterns and identifying candidates for
coexpression and possible interaction. Computationally efficient representation and compre-
hensive visualization of the gene atlas have been achieved using a model generated in 3D
graphics software Blender.
NeuroDetective deals with the task of data representation and storage optimization, represent-
ing Platynereis neuronal circuitry in the form of a 3D model. NeuroDetective represents large
volumes of reconstruction data in a simplified manner thereby reducing storage space require-
ments. By integrating neuronal morphology and synaptic connectivity information, NeuroDe-
tective provides comprehensive data visualization. The provided functionality for analyzing
neuronal circuitry facilitates information extraction. Through the integration of information
from the gene expression atlas and neuronal reconstructions, I aimed to overcome the limita-
tions of current imaging techniques available for Platynereis by combining information from
two different imaging modalities.
Bioimage Informatics is currently facing a number of field-specific challenges. First, the ma-
jority of the Bioimage Informatics software users are biologists with little or no programming
skills. This imposes particular requirements on the software and its user-interface [219]. Sec-
ond, some software tools that have been developed are not available to other research groups re-
quiring similar analysis. Unavailability of software leads to another problem - research groups
independently develop image analysis tools equivalent to existing tools - leading to inefficient
resource usage. Therefore, increasing communication between research groups and collabo-
ration in software development is highly required. However, even when communication and
collaboration between research groups are established, problems still can arise concerning the
sharing of data. For example, different image formats, diverging image acquisition methods
or large data volumes. Standard sharing methods, acquisition protocols, image formats and
data representation need to be established in order to move the field of Bioimage Informatics
forward in a productive manner.
When developing software tools in the course of the current project, I tried to take into account
the problems in the field. All the developed tools are available for the public together with
detailed instructions for use. The generated models for the gene expression atlas and neuronal
circuitry enabled efficient data sharing via Blender source file or via Web and Android appli-
cations. Standard image formats were used throughout the project and exisiting libraries and
techniques were employed and enhanced where possible, thereby ensuring efficient resource
usage. Collaborations with other research groups working on Platynereis were established to
join efforts for creating a public repository for gene expressions.
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Contributions
All the research approaches and software tools presented were discussed with my supervisor
Dr. Ga´spa´r Je´kely leading to new ideas and research directions.
Chapter 1 Ga´spa´r Je´kely designed the study. I performed confocal microscopy, implemented
the image registration protocol, evaluated the method, generated the gene expression atlas and
provided the visualization and analysis tools. I developed the algorithms for behavior analysis.
Preparation of images for the gene expression atlas, including in situ hybridization and confo-
cal microscopy, was performed by Markus Conzelmann, Elizabeth Williams, Aurora Panzera,
Csaba Veraszto, Nadine Randel, Luis Bezares and other former and current members of the
Je´kely group. Immunochemistry was performed by Markus Conzelmann. Nadine Randel per-
formed the behavioral experiments.
Chapter 2 Ga´spa´r Je´kely and myself designed the study. I implemented the NeuroDetective
platform, evaluated it and developed the tools for behavior analysis. I created the 3D model of
the neuronal network and performed the analysis. Reza Shahidi and Nadine Randel performed
electron microscopy. Nadine Randel, Luis Bezares, myself and other former and current mem-
bers of the Je´kely group processed the images. Image segmentation was performed by Nadine
Randel, Csaba Verasto, Luis Bezares, Ga´spa´r Je´kely and other former and current members of
the Je´kely group. Nadine Randel and Ga´spa´r Je´kely performed behavioral experiments.
Chapter 3 Ga´spa´r Je´kely and myself designed the study. I implemented the image registration
method, segmented anatomical structures from the electron microscopy images, evaluated the
method and applied it to the available gene expression patterns. The light microscopy data from
the Chapter 1 was utilized. Nadine Randel, Luis Bezares, Reza Shahidi and myself processed
the electron microscopy images.
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A. Supplementary files
Supplementary files provided in digital form
1. Files, programs, models and instructions to generate and analyze the gene expression atlases
are provided:
a) ImageJ/Fiji programs to rigidly orient images and the instructions on their usage them.
These files were also provided as additional files for the online version of the publication
[74]: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3586958/
b) Programs, scripts and instructions for non-rigid registration using ITK toolkit. These files
were also provided as additional files for the online version of the publication [74]:
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3586958/
c) The average anatomy templates for two-, three- and six-day-old Platynereis larvae. The
templates are shown in Figure 3.10, and their evaluation in Figure 3.11 G-I.
d) The raw gene expression patterns and the gene expression patterns registered to the average
anatomy templates. The registered gene expression patterns were shown in Figure 3.11 A-F.
e) The Blender models of the gene expression atlases of Platynereis at early developmen-
tal stages. The models can be also downloaded from GitHub: https://github.com/albina-
a/Blender-models-thesis.git.
The models are shown in Figure 3.15. The developed Python scripts enabling model explo-
ration are also provided and can be used to query additional information associated with the
gene expression patterns or analyze genes for coexpression.
f) The instructions for running the programs, using the scripts and exploring the models are
presented.
2. Files, programs, models and instructions for generating and analyzing the reconstructed
Platynereis neuronal network are provided:
a) The created model of the Platynereis neuronal network with integrated functionality for
network exploration. The model can be also downloaded from GitHub:
https://github.com/albina-a/Blender-models-thesis.git The model was shown in Figures 4.7
and 4.9.
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b) The developed Python scripts to create 3D models of neuronal reconstructions in Blender,
to query additional information associated with the neuronal network and topological infor-
mation, and to calculate network centrality metric. The functionality was demonstrated in
Figure 4.5
c) Instructions for running the programs, using the scripts and exploring the model are pre-
sented.
3. Files, programs, models and instructions to map gene expression patterns obtained from the
light microscopy (LM) to the electron microscopy (EM) datasets are provided:
a) The developed programs and scripts to map the LM data to the EM data.
b) The affine and deformable transformations for mapping the LM and EM datasets.
c) Image stacks used as a reference to register LM and EM datasets (a modified DAPI average
anatomy template and a modified EM image stack). The images are shown in Figure 5.4.
d) The original gene expression patterns and the gene expression patterns registered to the EM
image stack. The registration results are shown in Figures 5.5 - 5.9.
e) Reconstructions of anatomical structures from the EM dataset used for the evaluation of the
method. The images are presented in Figure 5.7 and 5.9.
4. The ImageJ/Fiji plugins, instructions and sample videos for the analysis of behavioral ex-
periments in Platynereis larvae are provided:
a) The ImageJ/Fiji plugin to measure phototaxis and a sample video.
b) The ImageJ/Fiji plugin to analyze swimming trajectories of ablated larvae and a sample
video.
c) The ImageJ/Fiji plugin to classify and characterize larval locomotion, a sample video and a
Weka model for classifying larvae behaviors.
d) Instructions on how to run the scripts and interpret the results.
The following files are enclosed in the dissertation and provided in digital form
1. Instructions for:
a) rigid registration of light microscopy images
b) affine and deformable registration of light microscopy images
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c) creating and using models of gene expression atlases in Blender
d) creating and using a Blender model of a neuronal network
e) registering light microscopy and electron microscopy data
f) analyzing of behavioral experiments in Platynereis larvae
2. Albina Asadulina, Aurora Panzera, Csaba Veraszto, Christian Liebig, Gaspar Jekely. Whole-
body gene expression pattern registration in Platynereis larvae. EvoDevo, 3(1):27, 2012.
3. In preparation: Albina Asadulina, Markus Conzelmann, Elizabeth A. Williams, Aurora
Panzera, Ga´spa´r Je´kely. Efficient representation of segmented light and electron microscopic
volume data using Blender.
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Rigid registration of light microscopy images using ImageJ/Fiji
Orientation in Fiji.
The Fiji macro (Macro rigid fiji.ijm) orients the image of the 72 hpf larvae scanned in a ran-
dom orientation. It should be possible to run the script in any version of Fiji.
a) Open Macro rigid fiji.ijm in Fiji.
b) Change the name of the input (dir) folder, that contains original OIF files.
c) Change the name of the output (outdir) folder, that will contain oriented files.
d) Specify template name (any oriented image or the template itself).
e) Run the macro (ctrl+R). The script finds a transformation to orient images, applies it to all
the channels and creates output in the output folder.
f) Check the image. Larva in the output image should be oriented ventrally (ventral nerve cord
should be in the first slices) with the head pointing upwards.
The macro version with TIFF files as input is Macro rigid fiji tiff.ijm.
Orientation in ImageJ.
The following ImageJ plugins are necessary to run the programs: imagescience, TransoformJ,
Orientation.
1. Generate TIFF files:
a) Open Macro createTiff macro in ImageJ.
b) Change the name of the input (dir) folder, that is an absolute path to the folder with original
OIF files.
c) Change the name of the output (outdir) folder, that will contain output files.
d) Run the macro (ctrl+R). The script creates 3 TIFF files for each OIF file, ending with dapi,
green, red.
2a. Orienting images of 72 hpf larvae:
a) Open Macro orient72 in ImageJ.
b) Change the name of the input (dir) folder, that contains TIFF files.
c) Change the name of the output (outdir) folder, that will contain oriented files.
d) Change matrix file name. It can be any file that you have permission to change. It will be
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rewritten or created new.
e) Run the macro (ctrl+R). The script finds a transformation to orient image using dapi and
tubulin channels, applies it to all the channels and creates output in the output folder.
f) Check the image. Larvae in the output image should be oriented ventrally with the head
pointing upwards. If images are not oriented properly perform manual alignment (explained
later).
2b. Orienting images of 48 hpf larvae:
a) Open Macro orient48 in ImageJ.
b) Change the name of the input (dir) folder, that contains TIFF files.
c) Change the name of the output (outdir) folder, that will contain oriented files.
d) Change matrix file name. It can be any file that you have permission to change. It will be
rewritten or created new.
e) Run the macro (ctrl+R). The script finds a transformation to orient image using dapi and
tubulin channels, applies it to all the channels and creates output in the output folder.
f) Check the image. Larvae in the output image should be oriented ventrally with the head
pointing upwards. If images are not oriented properly perform manual alignment (explained
later).
3. Manual alignment:
a) Open TIFF file ending with green in ImageJ (or Fiji).
b) Open 3D Viewer.
c) As soon as larva (axonal scaffold) appears in 3D Viewer, select it. When you select an object
it has a square around it. Do not move it until you select it!
d) Orient axonal scaffold so that the nerve cord is in front (AnimalO˜s left is on the right side of
the screen).
e) Go to menu Transformation/Save and save transform with the name of the original image
file (without green ending) in the folder containing TIFF files. Transformation will be save in
*.mat file.
f) Open *.mat file and remove first 2 lines.
g) Open Macro applyTransform in ImageJ.
h) Change the name of the input (dir) folder, that contains TIFF and *.mat files.
i) Change the name of the output (outdir) folder, that will contain oriented files.
j) Change values of standWidth and standHeight variables, that is the size of the output image.
It should be 450x550 (450x600) for 72hpf and 500x500 for 48hpf.
k) Run the macro (ctrl+R). The script applies the transformation from the *.mat file to all the
channels and creates output in the output folder.
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Affine and deformable image registration
These are the instructions on building and running image registration project on a Linux op-
erating system. Affine and deformable image registration are implemented using ITK toolkit.
Input images should be roughly pre-aligned using rigid orientation.
1. Install ITK
You can find the installation instructions on the ITK webpage:
http://www.itk.org/Wiki/ITK/Getting Started. The following installation guidelines succeeded
with version 3.20 of ITK and 4.0. Later ITK versions might require some scripts modification.
a) Download ITK (from http://www.itk.org/) to 〈source〉 folder
b) Create 〈bin〉 folder
c) Open command line and go to the 〈bin〉 folder:
cd 〈bin〉
d) Run the CMake:
cmake 〈source〉
e) Build the project:
make
2. Build affine and deformable registration scripts
a) Create 〈scripts〉 folder
b) Copy all registration scripts into the 〈scripts〉 folder
c) Open command line
d) Define ITK DIR variable:
export ITK DIR=〈bin〉
e) Run the CMake:
cmake .
d) Build the project:
make
3. Register an individual image
Script register single.sh registers a single sample image, applying registration scripts in the
correct order:
- ’AffineRegistration’ defines affine transform for registration using reference channel and ap-
plies corresponding affine transform to the gene expression channel.
- ’DeformableRegistration’ defines deformable transform for registration using reference chan-
nel and applies corresponding deformable transform to the affined gene expression channel
To run the script you need to provide the following parameters in the correct order:
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- ’fixedFileName’ is a name of the file containing the template (8-bit image with the reference
channel only)
- ’movingFileName’ is a name of the file containing a sample image that will be registered to
the template (8-bit image with the reference channel only)
- ’geneFileName’ is the name of the file containing the gene expression channel of a sample
image (8-bit image containing gene expression signal only)
- ’outputFileMask’ is mask for the output file (providing absolute path to the output file)
Example:
./register single.sh template dapi.tif sample dapi.tif
sample red.tif /outputfolder/sample registered
The register single.sh script generates 7 output files:
Affine step:
- 〈outputFileMask〉 aff transform.txt contains affine transform parameters
- 〈outputFileMask〉 aff.tiff contains sample image after affine transformation
- 〈outputFileMask〉 aff red.tiff contains sample gene expression channel after affine transfor-
mation
Deformable step:
- 〈outputFileMask〉 def field.mha contains deformable transform parameters
- 〈outputFileMask〉 def.tiff contains sample image after deformable transformation
- 〈outputFileMask〉 def after.tiff contains overlaid template and sample images after deformable
registration
- 〈outputFileMask〉 def red.tiff contains sample gene expression channel after affine transfor-
mation. This is the result of the registration.
4. Register multiple images
Script register folder.sh registers all images in a specified folder. The following parameters
should be specified:
- ’imageFolder’ is a folder containing sample images
- ’referenceImage’ is a name of the file containing a template for registration
- ’outputFolder’ is a folder, where output files will be stored.
- ’refChannel’ is a string containing the ending of file containing reference channel (e.g. if you
reference channel images end with dapi.tif refChannel is ’dapi’)
Example:
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./register folder.sh /inputImages/ template dapi.tif
/outputFolder dapi
The script will register all images from the inputImages folder using dapi channel as refer-
ence signal.
5. Generate an average image
You can use the script ’NormalizeAndAverageFiles’ to normalize (using mean and deviation of
the image intensities) and average several images. The format is:
./NormalizeAndAverageFiles 〈input file list〉 〈outputFile〉
where 〈input file list〉 enumerates all input images separated with space and 〈outputFile〉 is the
output file for an average image.
Script ’normAvgFiles.sh’ normalizes and averages all files in a specified folder:
./normAvgFiles.sh 〈inputFolder〉 〈outputFile〉
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Instructions for creating and using models of gene expression atlases in Blender
Exploring the gene expression atlases
1. Download Blender from: http://www.blender.org/
2. Open *.blend file in Blender.
3. Attribute queries: open and run (ctrl+p) the scripts Panel genes.py, Panel behavior.py or
Panel showGeneTypes.py in Blender to enable a panel for querying by gene name, gene func-
tionality or gene type respectively. Panels will appear in the ’Tools’ menu to set show/hide
options for different groups. Press ’apply’ to update changes.
4. Coexpression: open and run (ctrl+p) the script Panel coexpression.py and run it to enable
the gene coexression queries. Select gene names in the dropboxes and press the ’Show coex-
pression’ button to find coexpression between two genes. To remove the coexpression volumes
from the project press ’Remove coexpressions’. To calculate coexpression matrix, start Blender
from the terminal and press ’Coexpression matrix’ in the ’Gene Coexpression’ panel. The ma-
trix will be printed out in the terminal. Copy it in Excel, format and save as a text file. Import
as ’Text Image’ in ImageJ and adjust the colors.
Creating a new model of a gene expression atlas
1. Create a new Blender project.
2. Import gene expression patterns in a surface form (we used 3D Viewer in Image/Fiji to gen-
erate surfaces). Adjust scale, location and materials. Python API can facilitate that.
3. To make a project compatible with queries, add gene expression domains to the ’Genes’
group and Annotate with additional information if available. Gene functionality groups start
with ’ ’, gene types start with ’-’ and anatomical groups can start with anything else. This
ensures that the groups appear in the corresponding panels.
4. To access the provided functionality, import the scripts Panel genes.py, Panel behavior.py
or Panel showGeneTypes.py in Blender, which will enable queries by gene name, gene func-
tionality or gene type respectively.
5. Import/open the script Panel coexpression.py and run it to enable gene coexression queries
and calculation of a coexpression matrix.
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Instructions for creating and using models of a neuronal network in Blender
Exploring the neuronal network model
1. Download Blender from: http://www.blender.org/ and open *.blend file in Blender.
2. Attribute queries: open and run scripts (ctrl+p) Panel Behavior.py, Panel Genes.py or
Panel Groups.py in Blender to enable queries for behaviour, expressed genes or anatomical
groups respectively. Panels will appear int the ’Tools’ menu to set show/hide options for dif-
ferent groups. Press ’apply’ button to update the changes.
3. Connectivity queries: open and run (ctrl+p) script Panel connectivity.py to enable connec-
tivity queries. Select a cell body of a cell of interest to query for pre- or postsynaptic cells or
subnetworks. Select cell bodies of two cells of interest and press ’show connectors’ to highlight
all synapses from the first selected cell to the second selected cell. Select attribute group names
in the dropboxes and press ’show intergroup connections’ to show all synapses between two
groups.
4. Centrality: open and run (ctrl+p) script Panel centrality.py and run it to enable the calcu-
lation of centrality metric. The type of centrality can be specified. Afterwards, colors can be
reset to the original color-coding.
Creating a new neuronal network model
1. Create a new Blender project
2. To import neurons, open and run the script Panel import Catmaid.py or Panel import Trakem.py
depending on your data source. A panel for import will appear in the ’Tools’ menu. Specify
OBJ file name (in the ’neuron file’ field) for Trakem import or a neuroml file name (in the ’Cat-
maid file’ field) for Catmaid import. After pressing the ’import’ button, the neuronal structures
will appear in Blender. Curate structures if necessary and adjust the materials.
3. To import synapses, specify a neuroml file for Catmaid import or two files for Trakem (con-
nectivity graph and connector coordinates) in the same panel used for the import of neurons.
After pressing ’import’ synapses will appear in Blender.
4. To make project compatible with the attribute queries, add all neurons into the ’Cells’ groups
(you can use Python scripting here); add synapses into the ’connectors’ group; add neurons into
the ’Neurons’ group; annotate with additional information if available: behavior groups start
with ’ ’, gene groups start with ’-’ and anatomical groups can start with anything else. This
ensures that the groups appear in the corresponding panels.
5. To access the provided functionality, import scripts Panel Behavior.py, Panel Genes.py or
Panel Groups.py in Blender, which enable queries over behaviour, expressed genes or anatom-
ical groups respectively.
6. Import script Panel connectivity.py to enable connectivity queries.
7. Import/open script Panel centrality.py and run it to enable the calculation of centrality met-
ric.
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Instructions for mapping gene expression patterns obtained from light microscopy to the
image stack obtained from electron microscopy (EM)
The method finds the candidate cells in the EM dataset, where a gene is expressed. ITK toolkit
and the provided scripts should be compiled in order to apply the transformations. The proce-
dure is the same as for the gene expression atlas. ImageJ/Fiji should be installed. The program
can run on Windows, OS X and Linux operating systems.
1. Rotate and remove image layers:
a) Change image orientation from ventral to apical view using Reslice option ImageJ/Fiji.
b) Remove the last layers starting from 286 using Slice Remover in ImageJ/Fiji.
2. Apply affine and deformable transforms to the image using the provided scripts. Run script
rules in the terminal:
./testbash apply transform.sh fixedFileName movingFileName affineTransform deformTrans-
form outputMask
where ’fixedFileName’ is a EM image stack, ’movingFileName’ is an image with a gene ex-
pression pattern from the step 1, ’affineTransform’ is the provided affine transform, ’deform-
Transform’ is the provided deformable transform and ’outputMask’ is the output file mask
including the full path and file-name prefix.
Example:
./testbash apply transform.sh EM stack.tif FMRFa rotated.tiff
affine transform.txt deformation field.mha /output/FMRFa registered
3. Output file will appear in the specified folder. The file ending with ’ em def red.tiff’
(e.g. ’FMRFa registered def red.tiff’) contains the transformed image mapped to the EM stack.
Overlay the output image with the EM stack to find the candidate cells.
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Instructions on how to use the ImageJ/Fiji plugin Phototoaxis measure.
1. Open Phototoaxis measure.java in ImageJ/Fiji.
2. Set variable ’imagePath’ to the directory with image(s) and run the plugin.
3. The output will appear in the log window, indicating file name and average negative and
average positive shift of larva positions and phototaxis metric value.
Instructions on the usage of the ImageJ/Fiji plugin Phototaxis trajectory.
1. Open Phototaxis trajectory.java in ImageJ/Fiji.
2. Open the video recording of the experiment and run the plugin.
3. The output will appear in the log window, indicating number of intersections and number of
tracks.
Instructions on the usage of the ImageJ/Fiji plugin Locomotion analysis.
1. Open Locomotion analysis.java in ImageJ/Fiji.
2. Set variable ’videoFolderPath’ to the directory with video recording(s).
3. Set variable ’outputPath’ to the output directory.
4. Set variable ’modelPath’ to the provided Weka model.
5. run the plugin.
6. The output will appear in the log window, indicating file name, swimming-to-crawling rate,
average swimming speed, average crawling speed, as well as speed of the individual larvae.
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